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By DWAIN MeINTOSH
Orientation program for new students
"Our approach is to provide inforFor many who are older than the of more
traditional age.
mation and an environment of
traditional college student 01 18 to 22, "Our orientatio
n was quite similar helpfulness that makes these students
the decision to return to classroom in most
respects," Ms. Burton said. comfortable and secure with a decistudies is difficult indeed. They tend "We familiariz
ed them with student sion to get back into school again,"
to be apprehensive about whether services on
the campus and with some she continued.
they can make needed adjustments to of the
general terminology they
The orientation is one part of a
be sqccessful as college students. should know.
Then we took them package
designed for older students
That shadow of uncertainty is enough through a
series of steps that that
also includes an adult access proto deter some from ever making such culminate
d in their registration for
gram to simplify steps in the enrollan academic commitment.
the fall semester."
ment process, a special orientation
"Quite often, however," explains
Billie Burton, counselor-instructor in
Among topics covered were campus class that meets twice a week for six
the Counseling and Testing Center at '.parking, student health services, weeks at the beginning of the school
Murray State University, "older financial aid opportunities, campus year, and a club called Returning
students who do get back into school housing, using the catalog and fall Students United which offers informademonstrate a much higher motiva- schedule, the drop-add procedure and tion, support and social activities.
tion level and consequently do very assistance available through the
"Hesitation by older students to
well scholastically."
Learning Center and the Counseling resume their education is often causAs an encouragement to interested and Testing Center.
ed by the feeling that they won't fit
students 23 years of age and older, the
"Many people may not realize that in," Ms. Burton said."Our program is
Counseling and Testing Center at the complexion of higher education is designed to show them there
is a place
Murray State initiated an orientation undergoing a change," she pointed for them and that they will not
be
for them this summer. The one-day out. "About 10 percent of the .alone as they make adjustmen
ts."
session on July 23 drew 27 such undergraduate student population is
She hopes that the orientation and
students.
now 23 years of age or older."
other phases of the program will proThey included freshmen, transfers,
Ms. Burton acknowledged that vide enough encouragement to enable
and those who are returning after these older students have needs these students to overcome
any
several years out of school. Ms. Bur- somewhat different from the 18-year- doubts they have and to
realize that
ton likened the session to the Summer olds.
college can be for them too.
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Orientation Program Makes
Return To Classroom Easier
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Demos
Expect
To Win

By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan's nationally broadcast taxcut appeal brought calls and
telegrams flooding into congressional
offices today, but Democratic leaders
stood by their prediction of narrowly
beating him in Wednesday's House
showdown.
At the White House, however,
presidential chief of staff James
Baker said reaction to the speech
made
him "cautiously optimistic"
BACK-TO-SCHOOL ORIENTATION — Margaret Holbrook of Murray
that Reagan would win the tax cut
Route 5 discusses her schedule with Billie Burton, counselorfight.
instructor in the Counseling and Testing Center at Murray State
And the president himself said one
University, during a special orientation session for students older
congressman told him calls to his ofthan the traditional age of 18 to 22. The July 23 orientation that drew
fice were running four-to-one in sup27 students is one part of a package at Murray State designed to enport of the president's plan.
courage students who have been away from the classroom enDemocratic leaders, accusing the
vironment to resume their education.
president of waging a "political
trench fight," conceded Reagan's talk
may sway some crucial votes for his
tax bill.
Members of Congress reported
phones ringing off the hook today
Brown said the administration owned a business, I wouldn't (cut) from constituents who saw- Reagan's
would be monitoring the situation that way." But he said the crisis speech, with most of the sentiment
weekly to determine if this trend is oc- forces him to do otherwise.
running in favor of the president's
curring and would act accordingly.
Certain cutbacks that had been talk- plan.
ed by administration aides apparently Baker predicted the flood of calls
Another pessimistic factor is Presi- would need legislative sanction — :will give us a sense of momentum. ...
dent Reagan's proposed cutbacks such as those which actually slash or "I think the response to the presiwhich the state has figured might cost eliminate programs enacted by the dent's speech has been substantial so
Is $35 million annually in direct lost General Assembly.
we're cautiously optimistic."
But—Brown indicated that could---But Reagan said Wednesday's vote
But Brown said he has certain sav- wait, saying that no special session is would still be "a tough and close one."
ings in mind — also without the need possible before mid-August and would Telegram traffic into Washington
for a special session — which would not en until the following month,leav- was "about four times the normal
offset this loss.
ing only a few months before the volume," said a spokeswoman for
Asked flatly if he were ruling out beginning of the regular 1982 session Western Union.
any tax raise this year, the governor in January.
"'The volume is extremely heavy. It
replied: "I'm showing every good efThe governor said that since he took started last night. It's a nationwide_
fort not to have a tax increase."
office in December 1979, a time when thing," said the company's Margaret
Brown had a telephone conference fiscal problems began to arise, his ad- Jasko.
call with legislative leaders earlier in ministration has cut $676 million in
The office of Rep. Beverly Byron,
Monday,and he said he can make the spending "without substantially im- 1)-Md., one of the undecided members
spending cuts without stepping on the pacting programs."
the administration has been wooing,
toes of lawmakers, who sometimes
This amounts to i6 percent of the reported 125 phone calls by 11 a.m. —
have called for sharing in the budget total state budget, he said, and is a most supporting the president.
process.
much better performance than in "We've got five or six people
The governor appeared less than some other states where the size of the answering phones here. We're inunsatisfied with the stopgap method of deficit was underestimated and taxes dated with calls," said Jack Holliday,
coping with shortfalls, saying, "II I had to be increased later.
a Byron aide.
Reagan,saying "this is not the time
for political fun and games," sought
Monday night to mobilize an army of
American
s to lobby for his tax plaitA total of 397 applications have been and registrar, said the exact number
filed for degrees to be awarded during of summer graduates will be deter- with "letters, telegrams and personal
the annual summer commencement mined when school officials have visits."
"We've gotten more call than we've
exercises at Murray State University completed a check of each cangotten
in our office since Watergate,"
on August 7, 1981.
didate's credentials to certify that all
said
Dick
Leggitt, an aide to Rep. Stan
Among that number are 179 for graduation requirements have been
Parris, R-Va., a firm Reagan supbachelor's degrees, 197 for master's met.
degrees, 7 for specialist degrees and
Candidates for degrees in the sum- porter who represents a Washington
14 for associate degrees. The gradua- mer class represent 20 states and suburb..
Leggitt said that 70 calls came in
tion program is scheduled to begin at three foreign countries. Among the
first hour the office was open tothe
2 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
candidates are these from Calloway
67 of them backing the president.
day,
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions County:
"The phones have been wild today,"
Bachelor's Degree
Susan Jean Adams, Don Anderson, Dale Brian said a receptionist in the office of
Arnold, Larry Thomas Bolen, Edward Bush House Majority Leader Jim Wright,
Chandler. Tarrira Lynn Curd, Ronald Dunn, Brenda Brandon Estes, Connie Lyons Evans, Mary 13-Texas.

Brown To Announce $97Million in Budget Cuts
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. planned today to
specify how he will make at least $97
million in state budget cutbacks to
avert the latest potential deficit —
after deciding against calling a
special legislative session to do so.
The governor scheduled a briefing
for legislatoci, to be followed by a

"•6.-

news conference.
The decision apparently all but
eliminates the probability of any
special session this year, along with
the possibility of any new or added
taxation to deal with the fiscal crisis.
Brown said Monday his administration will monitor the fiscal situation
until Januaiy, when the General
Assembly meets in its regular 1982
session.

The administration said recently
the state could face as much as a $147
million shortfall in the General Fund
which finances most state operations
and services.
All last week,the governor met with
legislative leaders, education
spokesmen and his cabinet
secretaries to get imput on the newest
fiscal crisis.
In making his announcement at a
news conference, Brown said "it is not
even time to talk about raising taxes"
and that he does not believe the latest
cuts Will effect state governmental
services.
Generally, he said, the reductions
will range 5 percent across the board
except for the State Police and Corrections agencies which will not be
touched.
Brown said he will inform General
Assembly leaders of the specific cuts
and then hold another news conference Tuesday afternoon.
One reason he has decided against a
special session, the governor said, is
that he did not want "to expose (it) to
a political forum."
He said he preferred any session to
be conducted "in calm surroundings." Many legislative and local
seats are up for a vote in November.
Another reason for avoiding a session, the governor said, is the uncertainty of federal fiscal actions.
Brown fixed the $97 million reduction as "a target," but did not rule out
additional economies if the financial

MSU Alumni Association
Schedules Meeting Aug. 1
The official appointment of Mrs.
Donna Herndon as its new executive
secretary and consideration of a vice
presidential vacancy highlight a daylong meeting of 15-member Murray
State University Alumni Association's
executive council to be held Saturday,
Aug. 1, at Kenlake State Park.
Mrs. Herndon, who has served as
the Project COPE director and
counselor at Calloway County High
School since 1978,succeeded Mancil J.
Vinson in the position July 1. Vinson
had served from the fall of 1968.
In order to assume her new responsibilities as the executive director, it
was necessary for Mrs. Herndon, a
1964 summa cum laude graduate of
the university, to resign as the
association's vice president. She was
in the first year of a three-year
elected term.
The procedure to be followed in
naming or electing her successor will
be discussed at the Kenlake meeting,
scheduled to start at 10 a.m.

Other items on the agenda include a
university activities report by President Constantine W. Curris, a report
from Mrs. Herndon on current alumni
affairs, scholarship program status
reports and a review of the association's financial status.
Dr. Ben Humphreys, a professor in
the Department of Professional
Studies, is president of the 4,500member association, and James E.
(Buck) Hurley, Benton, is the
president-elect.
The 15 directors are:
Bill Cunningham, Kuttawa; Mrs.
Jill P. Hughes, Owensboro; Suzanne
Jones and Dr. Jimmy Ellis, Henderson; Dan Shipley, Charles Watson,
Dr. Hal Houston, Mrs. Mavis McCamish and Dr. Robert McGaughey,
all of Murray.
Martha Boles, Lexington; Mrs. Bet-,
tye R. Farris and George E. Long II,
Under the Revenue Department's
Benton; Jackie Hays, Louisville; latest projection, a 2.5 percent dip in
Charles Magness, Mayfield; and Rex expected receipts would lead to a furThompson of Paducah.
ther $50 million deficit.

MSU To Graduate 397

Sports Winning? Amount Of Fun
More Important, Professor Says
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Reporter
Many of us think of one thing when
we think of sports — winning. But winning isn't the only thing to Scott
Crawford. To him, it's not whether
you win or lose, it's how much fun you
have.
Crawford, a native of New Zealand,
is teaching two summer courses at
Murray State University at the request-of-Dr. Clad Stewart,-chairman
of the Department-of Recreation and
Physical Education.
In one of his courses, the softspoken professor-athlete, teaches
future coaches how to deal with "the
problem associated with introducing
children to organized sport at an early
age."
Crawford said "it's tremendous to
start youngsters off' in some organized sports but "the strong emphasis is
that they enjoy themselves and have a
lot of fun." If it's all work and no fun
for the kids, he said the program
should be re-evaluated.
"This emphasis on winning is really
bad news," Crawford said. Some
parents yearn to see their children excel in sports, because they never did.
The only trouble is, sometimes the
child ii just gang through the motions
to please dad or mom.
Another problem created by this' attitude, Crawford said, is that children
with slender builds sometimes are
jured by participating with larger
children of the same age.
This problem is not confined to the
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Joan Williams Ferrell, Mary Jane Flora, William
W. Furgerson Jr., Roger Houston Grogan, Belinda
Renee Hendon, Carla Doyle Peas-Horton, Jennifer
Ferell Hudder, Rodney Lynn Jones, Cathy J
Lamb,Deborah Ann Lampe,
Margaret Alline McCallon, Nancy J. Prichard.
Marica LaDonne Roberts, Donal R. Rowlett, Emily Byrn Scarborough, Daniel Matthew Seals,
Phylliss Anne Seals, Douglas Lamont Shelton,
Jane Suffill Shupe, Thomas Elliott Shupe, Roger
Frank Smith, Pamela Marie Pheneger Tapp,
Rosemary Teas Warner, Dwight Daniel Watson.
Lisa Gay Smith Wilson and Al Zirrunerman.
Master's Degree
Harold W. Arnett, Donald Denty Brown,
Lawrence John Brown,Kathee T. Caines, Kevin P.
Carnes, Richard Edward Cherry III, Susan Marie
Coursey, Karen Jane Crick, Nancy Thurman Dill,
H. Marie Dolchan, Maureen Dougher Elwell, Lyle
Michael Fair, David Leo Foley, Jewel Anne Hayes,
Debra Jean Jeter. Marcia McGurren Johnson,
Kathleen Stanton_ Kelley,.Mark Iiradley- -Lyles,
Sheryl Lynn Mansour, Jeane Ann Masters, Mary
Ruth MCcuiaton,Susan Lynn McPherson, All Reza
Mesgarzadeli, Joan C. Milner, Join Rutliktylroie,
Martha McKinney Parker, Kathryn H. Pasco,
David M. Simpson, Cynthia Ann Williams Turnbow, Michael George Wahlig. Cynthia Kitties
Yared Woldeyesus and Linda D. Wright.
Specialist's Degree
Edward Allen Davis, Esther Mae Edwards and
Mark Bradley Lyles.
Associate Degree
Robin Denise Cunningham.

psychologist," he said.
The coach's objective, the professor
said, is to accomplish the goals in
mind when the athletic program was
begun. He said if a child is made
healthy and happy by participating in
the sport, then the program is
tremendous."
To better prepare the child for his
particular sport, Crawford said the
coach."-should screenthe athlete."
"If he has a big build like Muhammad All, and is aggressive he should
consider boxing or football," he said,
and that smaller athletes should consider cross country or soccer.
However, if a child is determined to
compete in a sport, regardless of his
size, he should be encouraged to do so.
The main thrust of Crawford's
thinking is that the child be happy
whatever he's doing. Generally
speaking, he said he does not think it
is necessary for all youngsters to start
with American football, baseball and
One Section-14 Pages
basketball. Soccer was the one he
Aces
10
picked as a good first sport for kids.
Building Page
5
And, relating back to his rugby
Classifieds
12, 13
coaching experience, Crawford sugComics ...._
12
gested that boys wait until their first
Crossword
12
year of junior high school before playDear Abby
8
ing tackle football.
Deaths & Funerals ..........14
His other class, "Philosophic InterDr. Lamb
3
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Tobacco Growers
To Meet August 8
The Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association members in
Calloway County will meet at the
association office at 1 p.m. Saturday,
Aug. 8, to nominate candidates for
District 5 director.
District 5 is west of the L & N--Railroad.
Polls will be open at the association
office from 9a.-m. antil-4-pm Saturday, Aug 22, and official ballots will
be provided'for members to elect a
director for a three-year term.
The Aug.22 election will,not be held
in districts where there is only one
nominee for director. In,such cases,
the election committee will declare
that nominee elected.

inside today
today's index

SPORTS-MINDED FAMILY.— Dr. Scott Crawford, a visiting professor
at Murray State this summer,spends a lot of time riding around town
on bicycles with his wife. Penelope, and his two sons, Simon, 6, and
Marc, 4.
United States. The professor-mentionTo protect the.chili:W.^ -aches for
ed he once coached rugby a version organized athletics for children must
of football without pads — in New
Vend a lot of time counseling with
Zealand, where the boys start playing parents" and sometimes learn to
"stop being a coach and begin being a
at age 8
•

Very warm and humid toda)
with thunderstorms. Highs in the
mid to upper 80s. Some of these
thunderstorms will be quite
heavy. Thunderstorms ending
tonight. Lows in the mid 60s.
Mostly sunny and less humid on
Wednesday with highs in the low
to mid 80s.
Chance of showers Thursday.
C.

Lake Levels
Lake Barkley.„
Kentucky Lake '''-

358.26
358.41
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Murray Members—
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vice
the
structing
presidents; Paula Flood,
corresponding
state
secretary, instructing the
secretaries;
recording
Karen Baker, state
treasurer, instructing the
finance chairmen and
treasurers: Betty Thomas
member of the Muehlenburg
Club, instructing the public
relations chairmen; and
Cathy Hawes, district director instructing the
parliamentarians.
Reports were given by
local presidents, district and
state officers on upcoming
events and meetings for
BPW Members.
The Districts composed of
District I, II, III, and IV will
gather for their Fall-Rpund
Up at Bowling Green an October tenth and eleventh.
Plans are being made for the
Spring District I meeting to
be held at Princeton.
The Murray BPW Club
had five members in attendance at the workshop.
Those attending were Kathy
Hodge, president; Brenda
Rowland, vice president;
Linda Carter, corresponding
secretary; Betty Lou Hill,
treasurer; and Carrie Beale,
membership chairman.
Eight clubs Emblem,
Mayfield, Marshall County,
Murray, Fulton, Princeton,
Paducah, and Paducah
River City make up District
I Clubs of the Kentucky
Federation.

RETURNS HOME
Mrs. John ,T. (Sue) Murdock left by plane from
Memphis, Tenn., on Saturday for her home in Boger,
Indonesia.She had been here
for three months visiting her
son and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Rick Murdock, her mother,
Mrs. John Workman, her inlaws, Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Murdock, and other
relatives. Also while here
she and her daughter, Ms.
Cyndy Murdock, visited
relatives and friends in
Madison, Wisc., where they
formerly resided. Her husband, Dr. Murdock, was
here in June for three weeks.
He is with the University of
Wisconsin working with the
University in Boger, Indonesia. Their daughter has
enrolled at Murray State
University for the fall term.

— Mrs Taw.. 7:00,9:00

Osestnut St •753-3310

Open 7:45•Start8:10
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At Workshop
The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
was one of the eight Clubs of
District I of the Kentucky
Federation of Business and
Professional Women's Clubs
members parhaving
ticipating in the annual
District Board Skills
Workshop held July 12 at the
Holiday Inn in Gilbertsville.
Workshops were held in all
officers positions along with
finance, membership,
parliamentarian, public
relations, and program.
The instructors for the
workshop included Pauline
Crump, Kentucky federation
president, instructing the
presidents; Martha Babb,
state program chairman, in-

LISI

Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Steir,
Route 4, Paris, Tenn., announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of
their daughter, Katherine
Irene, to George Kelly
Freeman.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Grey Steir, of Arthur 0. Belohradsky, and of
the late Mrs. Beiohradsky,
all of St. Louis, Mo.
She is a 1978 graduate of
Henry County High School
and attended the University
of Tennessee at Martin. She
is now employed at The Shoe
Harber,Paris,Tenn.
The groom-elect is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. D. 0. Humphreys, Jr., Boundbrook
Drive, Paris, Tenn., and the
late Dr. George Elbert
Freeman, Jr. He is the
grandson of Mrs. Clifton Key
of Murray and the late Mr.
Key, and of Mrs. Olga K.
Freeman of Hazel and the
Late George E. Freeman,Sr.
A 1978 graduate of Henry
County High School, he attended Missouri Military
Academy. He also attended
the University of Tennessee
at Martin and is now
employed at Humphreys
Lumber Company, Paris,
Tenn.
The wedding will take
plait: on Saturday, Aug. 22,
at 2 p.m, at the Holy Cross
Catholic Church, Paris,
Tenn.

THEATRE

Bunted Artists
P

Traditional watermelon
cutting for Murray State
students, facult, staff,
retirees and friends will be
held from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
on Oakhurst lawn. There is
no charge.

Overeaters Anonymous
will meet at 12 noon in the
basement of the Baptist Student Center, Waldrop and
Chestnut Streets.
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MONTHS

Why don't you decide
to join the?

Gail Trimble

LOST
95 LBS.
IN JUST 7
MONTHS

Rich and Gal are typical of
tens of thousands of men,
women and children who
have changed their lives at
Diet Center This is truly the
last weight loss program
you'll ever need! And best of
"I feel like a
'e new
"If I can do it, anybody all, it's totally natural. . •
person!"—Gail Trimble
can"—Richard Bradley

Call today for a free consultation!

rHfiro
/

DIET
CENTER

DIET
CENTER®
,- 'The Natural Way to Lose Weight!"

Walnut Plaza
Suits 203 Murray, Ky

is

Onls
%ith Garlic Bread
Salad 40' Estra

Miss Katherine Irene Steir
and George Kelly Freeman
7-1

69' Special For kids

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.

Quota Deer Hunt applications must in the Wildlife
Management Office of Land
Between the Lakes by 3:30
p.m.
Thursday,July 311
Memorial Baptist Church
Puppeteers will present a
progragn at 8:30 p.m. at
Hillman Ferry, Land
Between the Lake.

753-0020 ,
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New Canvas Prints

Close Out
on Selected Picnic Baskets

GARDEN
753-0317
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•SIMS RIOTS
•DOOM ROMS
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*Shampoo *Ears Cleaned
*Flea Dip
By Appointment Only
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Sharon's House Of Pets
Make Your Whole Doggie Family Happy
Give film "Till STRIP"
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Harold Forivell of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

6

Murray, Ky.

1914 Coldwatar
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For more Information
about reporting changes,
contact either the Paducah
Social Security Office, 546
Lone Oak Road, (telephone
number 443-7506), or the
Mayfield Social Security Office, Highway 45 North,
I telephone number 247-
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Colored Fashionware

Play for Junior Golf will be
at 9 a.m. at the Oaks Country
Club.

SN'N:

if
;
;

Heller Dishes
and Mugs— (Rainbow Max)

Clayborne Jones Sunday
School Class of First Baptist
Church will have a social at
6:30 p.m. at the Fellowship
personal property or real Hall of the church.
estate.
'If they liave more than
81,5(X)(22,250 for a couple) in
any type of bank or savings
account. (All accounts, joint
as well as individual accounts, must be reported.)

Required reports can be
made by mail, telephone or
in person. The report must
include the name of the person to whom the report is
made; the correct Social
Security claim number
under which payment is
made; the change being
reported; date it occurred;
and signature and address if
the report is by mail.
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?

Rattan Furniture ,

Junior Golf will be played
at 9 a.m. at the Murray
Country Club.
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Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m.to 3 p.m.for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.

*Any change in a blind or
disabled person's condition.
'If a person cannot Xs%
manage funds.
.///.
'If a person dies.
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Beautiful New

For All SSI Recipients
The importance of proper
reporting by people in the
-Paducah and Mayfield area
who receive Supplemental
Security Income (SSI)
payments cannot be overemphasized, Bettye Williams,
Social Security District
Manager in Paducah,
recently said.
Proper reporting can save
people from repaying
incorrectly-paid money,
Williams said. Also, it can
mean that payments may be
increased.
It is important that reports
are made promptly,
Williams said. People getting SSI payments must
report immediately:
If they change their address.
*If there is a change in the
household - whether anyone
moves into or out of the
home.
'If there is a change in The
way household expenses are
shared.
'If someone starts to help
pay their bills.
'If they leave the United
States for 30 days or more.
'If they enter or leave an
institution.
'If they marry or a marriage ends.
*Any change in earnings
whether such income goes
up or goes down.
'Any change in pension
unemployment
checks,
benefits, or workers' compensation.
'If they obtain or sell any
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Thursday,July 30
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon.

Warsesday,Juli21
Ladies day activities will
be held at 9:30 a.m. at the
Oaks Country Club with
Murrelle Walker as golf
hostess and Freda Butterworth as bridge hostess.

Free Refills On Drinks

Inside Dining Onls

,

y •

Emphasis Given—

x;Figg*

HERE
ARE 2 MORE
LOST
100 LBS. DIET CENTER
WINNERS!
IN JUST 4

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Ladies day golf with Nancy Fandrich as hostess will
Senior Citizens Centers be played at 9 a.m. at the
will be open as follows: Murray Country Club.
Hazel and Douglas from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis from 10
Youth Tennis with begina.m. to 3 p.m.; Dexter at ners at 9 a.m.,intermediates
9:30 a.m.
at 10 a.m., and advanced at
11 a.m. will be held at the
Murray Lions Club will Murray Country Club.
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Colonial House Smorgasbord.

Group D of Beginning
Ladies Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will play from
6 to 8 p.m. at the club.

Rich Bradley

PAGIn'WeriS

end of the Livestock and Exposition Center.

Wednesday,July 29
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon.

,

The wedding of Miss Hilda Legail Ealey to Monte Lee
Lackey will be solemnized on Saturday, Aug. 1, at 5 p.m.
at the Hazel Community Center, Hazel.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.

Wednesday,July 29
Tuesday,July-30--7Ceramic
classes for the
Murray TOPS (take. off
Senior Citizens will be held
Club
sensibly)
will
pounds
to 2 p.m. at the
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health fom 12:30
Center at St. John's
Center.
Episcopal Church. Inpersons may call
Alcoholics Anonymous will terested
meet at 8 p.m. at the west 753-0929.

BO DiEREK RICHARD HARRIS

MGM

Wedding Planned

Community rxents LlStea

Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 759-1087 or 4354385.

Pam Harrell and is on leave
from Fisher Price Toys. The
father is self employed.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Wade Joseph of
Kirksey and Mr. and Mrs.
George E. Harrell of Hazel.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin H. Harrell of
Murray and Mrs. Maude
Grogan of Hazel.

JOSEPH GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Barry
Joseph of Murray Route 1
announce the birth of a baby
girl, Whitney Chantelle,
weighing eight pounds eight
ounces, measuring 204 inches, born on Monday, July
6, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The mother is the former

.
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Observations

Married 60 Years

Chapter M OfPEOAny Unexpected Pre-Wedding
Problems For Charles and Dianna?

Has Dinner Meet

By Lochie Hart

•

(Note: This is the last in a
series of weddings that I am
familiar with or have heard
of.)
Wednesday, 29th is
approaching. That's the date
Prince Charles and Lady
Dianna are to be married,an
occasion that will be a worldwide drama, broadcast by
all major TV net works.
Eleven a.m. is the hour by
London time and dawn here.
Early risers here may enjoy
the longest live broadcast,
74-2 hours, beginning at 3:30
a.m. CDT.
Perhaps many who have
had experience in formal
wedding preparations will be
comparing this royal performance with local ones, and
reliving exacting details that
are required before the "I
do's" are pledged.
Two-thousand five hundred
handwritten
Invitations were sent. The invitation read: "The Lord
Chamberlain is commanded
by the Queen and the Duke of
Edinburgh to invite you to
the marriage of His Royal
Highness the Prince of
Wales with the Lady Dianna
Spencer in St. Paul's
Cathedral on Wednesday,
29th July, 1981 at 1100 a.m.
Dress: Uniform, morning
dress or lounge suit. An
answer is requested to the
Lord Chamberlain, St.
Jame's Palace, London,
SW'.,,
Not beiNt htvItC4Ideetel't
mean we cannot attend. For
about$9,000and the courage,
we could book a flight and
Watch the proceesien from
Buckingham Palace to St.
Paul's Cathedral and back,
from the guarded sidelines;
or watch TV in some hotel.

For another ;1,795 we could
Join a 'Royal Wedding
Tour."
From reports on TV and in
newspapers, I am convinced
that Lady Dianna is being
heard from in the final decisions. I wouldn't blame her
for choosing St. Paul's
Cathedral over the traditional West Minister Abbey
where British monarchs are
crowned. The bride should
plan her own wedding. St.
Paul's is elegant, large
enough to seat thousands.
West Minister is drearylooking on the inside, and the
throne used for royalty is a
rough wooden structure.
Even a local church wedding requires as much care
and planning as does that of
Lady Dianna - only on a
smaller scale. You've heard
fathers say "I'll gladly furnish the ladder for my
daughters' to use for their
runaway wedding. It's
easier and less expensive
than a church wedding or
even a private home wedding." But did they really
mean what they said?
As one sits in the pew and
observes the beauty of a
church wedding; he enjoys it
and is inspired to higher living. He knows the participants have taken time to
plan. They knew what they
are doing and this occasion
is one with Christ as their
guide.
. They have been In
conference with their
minister and heard his
counsel on Christian living,
finances, in-laws, family
planning and church unity.
The gathering of friends to
wish them well at the wed.
ding and the toasting and

rice-throwing all are to be
remembered and recorded
in the bride's book.
We wonder if Lady
Dianna will have any lastminute problems - Like having a bridesmaid become ill;
another to sprain her ankle
after the rehearsal dinner?
We wonder if Prince
Charles might in happiness
forget to get the marriage
license and if he did, did he
have a cooperative court
clerk to open up office on an
otherwise holiday; or if he
will forget to pickup the
bride's wedding band, and if
he will have a jeweler's wife
who discovered the neglect
and 10 minutes before the
ceremony,deliver it? Or will
he forget to deliver the gifts
to his groomsmen at the
rehearsal dinner?
We wonder if Royalty will
be concerned with the
emergency room attendence
of an out-of-town relative; be
aware that one of the participants arrived from afar
and discovered her luggage
had been forgotten?
We have Elizabeth L. Post
as a guide to proper etiquette
to tell us the right way to do
things - like when to make
the engagement announcement; when to release the
wedding news; how to dress;
how and when to write
thank-you notes for parties
and gifts; how bridesmaids
and grooms are to perform;
how to throw the bride's bouquet and "how to!' on every
thing. Miss Post didn't say
what should be done, when

on the day of the wedding
two groomsmen had not arrived. The only suggestion
she made for grandmothers
was when she should enter
the church and where she
should sit.
Maybe Prince Charles and
Lady Dianna have aids to
take care of all details.
Maybe they have secretaries
to take care of their correspondence. Maybe they
just go off into the royalty
meadows and relax until
time for the ceremony.
I must tell you about a
bride's luncheon given here
about 50 years ago. A
"hostess with the mostess"
invited 24 guests to a luncheon she was giving for a
friend who was to be married. Every detail, it seemed
had been taken care of. Card
tables covered in white,
hand embroidered, linens;
elegant china and silver
were in place; individual
favors marked each place;
place cards designated
seating arrangements; the
bride-elect's place held a
white-wrapped, bouquet-tied
gift. The home was inviting,
inside and out, and the electric fans sent out comforting
breezes.
Guests were seated. But
there was a vacant seat,
"Where's the guest of
honor?" The hostess returned from a telephone call and
announced that she had failed to invite _the honoree. We
waited for her to arrive, enjoying the joke and the occasion.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances brake

Hamil And Kiesow
Vows Read
The marriage of Spc 5 Frances Lee Hamil of Goshen,
New York and Spc',4 Paul Frederick Kiesow, HI of Murray, Kentucky was performed in Tokyo, Japan on July 8,
1981.
The parents of the groom, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kiesow of
Murray, Kentucky, were present as witnesses at the civil
ceremony held at the American Embassy.
The couple are members of the 296th US. Army Band,
stationed at Camp Zama in Sobudai Mai,Japan.

QA111111111111111111W

FOR WEDNESDAY,JULY 29, 1981
What kind of day will tomor- suspicious of someone's kind
row be? To find out what the gesture. Don't judge others
stars say, read the forecast prematurely. Avoid seeking
advice at present.
given for your birth Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
._
(Nov.72to Dec.21)
ARIES
Take no chances in financial
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Domestic affairs may be dealings with others. It's no
troublesome. It's a poor time time to seek favors, since
to deal with repairmen or there will be strings attached.
realtors. Do nothing to arouse Rely on yourself. CAPRICORN
jealousy in romance.
(Dec. 22 to Jan.19) va
TAURUS
Business and plegsure may
(Apr.20 to May 20) t"-S
Small misunderstandings conflict now. Try to give loved
may be in the offing. Be con- ones equal time,even though a
siderate of others and do career matter may be on your
nothing to hurt the feelings of mind.
AQUARIUS
sensitive persons.
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
GEMINI
You may not make as much
(May 21 to June 20)
Safeguard possessions. progress on the job as you'd
Avoid arguments with like. Be content with modest
children or loved ones over gains. Others may be purmoney. It's not the best time posefully evasive.
PISCES
to introduce dates to family.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X•
CANCER
Don't be overly-sensitive
(June 21 to July 22) 11)
Too much preoccupation now or romance will suffer. If
with how your own feelings others do not give you suffiare being treated can make cient attention, wait for a
you inconsiderate of others. more propitious time.
YOU BORN TODAY are inBe more understanding.
ventive and work bes1 when
LEO
inspired. Though hig'hstrung
(July 23to Aug.22)
Somebody could renege on at times, you're also practical.
an agreement. It's easy to Reform movements, public
arouse others' suspicions. service, law, politics, writing
Keep actions aboveboard. and lecturing are vocations
for which you hay e a natural
Steer clear of gossips.
affinity.
VIRGO
(Aug.72toSept.22)
Observe Correct rules of
behavior at a social gathering.
Avoid financial involvement
with others. Don't let yourself
7-22-81
be pressured.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
LIBRA
Keeling, Baby Boy
JLja
(Sept. 23 toOct. 22) —
(Karen),Rt. 7, Benton.
Avoid needless display of
Smith, Beiby Boy ( Jeanettemperament with higher-ups.
Wait until the picture is ta ), Rt. 3, Grogans Tr. Ct.,
clearer before finalizing Murray.
business agreements.
DISMISSALS
SCORPIO
Mrs. Kimberly L. Wiser
(Oct.23 to Nov.21) nler"V
You may be unnecessarily and Baby Boy, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Debra M. Odom
and Baby' Boyr Rt. 1, Paris,

412{g

RESTAURANT
"Serving American & Chinese Food Daily"
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Breakfast 6-10:30 AM; Lunch 11-2 PM
Dinner 4-10 PM

LUNCH SPECIALS
COMBINATION PLATE $295
Also Sorvo Itogolor Mono

Hwy.641 South, HoNday Inn
Murray, Ky.(502)753-4488
Owner and Chef, Johnny Ho
"We Welcome Take Out Orders"
ANN.

nP%.

A SHOPPER'S PARADISE
Michelson's Jewelers Diamond and
Jewelry CLOSE OUT Is Coming To
Murray This Friday, Saturday and
Sunday. See Ledger & Times for
details.
We will be
closed all day
Thursday to prepare

Say
goodbye
to excess
weight
beginning
August 3

Com*,To
Paducah

-•••\••••••,/,-••••••••••.

rOPY AVAILABLE

corning events, including
the Flavor of Kentucky luncheon which will be held this
year on Oct. 24, Dimas have
been granted to two
members who will be uniting
with the new Chapter to be
organized in Madisonville in
September. Farewell good
wishes were extended to
Mrs.Gerald H udder who will
be joining her husband in
Saudi Arabia in the near
future.
Members and their guests
included Dr. and Mrs. L. J.
Hortin, Dr. and Mrs. H. L.
Oakley, Dr. and Mrs. Lewis
Bossing, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Sturm,Col. and Mrs. John E.
O'Brien, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Nunnelee of Mayfield,
Dr. and Mrs. Howard
Titsworth, Mr. and Mrs. N.
T. Beal, Mr. and Mrs.
William S. Major, Miss Ann
f•
Herron, Miss Bernice Lutes
of Madisonville, Dr. Joan
Maupin, Mrs. Gerald D.
Hudder, Mrs. A. C.
LaFollette and Mrs. Henry
McKenzie.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. ding anmversary.
There will be no August West of Hazel have
Due to the ill health•of Mr.
meeting of the Chapter.
celebrated their 60th wed- West, no special celebration
is planned.
They have one daughter,
Mrs. Robert L. Shannon of
Memphis, Tenn., and one
son, Calvin 0. West of Memphis, Tenn.
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D. Their five grandchildren
are Susan Richardson of
the indicatS'Ops of a heart am trying to avoid surgery Nashville, Tenn., Dennis
attack I am sending you The and run my time out with a
West of Los Angeles, CAL,
Health Letter number 17-10, truss.
and Jane Ellen West
Daniel
What You Need To Kno*
DEAR READER — I
About Heart Attacks. Others don't think anyone should of New Orleans, L9.'; and
who want this issue can send wear a truss for a hernia Melanie Mills of Memphis.
75 cents with a long, without an examination and, Tenn. They also have three
stamped, self-addressed approval by their doctor. great grandchildren.
6/metope for it-to me,in'care Many small hernias do not
of this newspaper, P.O. Box require immediate treat1551, Radio City Station, ment. But no one wants a
New York, NY 10019. Often truss that might make mat'My heads never
the onset of discomfort from ters worse.
in the sand.If your hernia is mild as
an acute attack is the first
I shop
warning a person has that he you describe and indirect, it
at
is unlikely that it would ever
has heart disease.
FRAMERS •
Considering the diverse strangulate so it is unlikely
GALLERY
surgery.
need
nature of heart pain it is dif- that you would
for my
ficult for an untrained per- The intestinal loop tends to
prints
son to be sure what is slide back into the abdomen
and
happening. The first few when you are lying down so
framing."
hours of a heart attack are you wouldn't have a hernia
The Vilage
good
critical to the outcome. So it at night. If you are in
641 N.
is important for anyone who health you would probably
753-0077
has any reason to suspect a tolerate the surgery very
Murray,Ky.
it
at
you
should
need
well
if
their
attack
to
contact
heart
future
date.
some
doctor at once. .

Mr. and Mrs. Henry J West

HEALTH

Determining pain's cause
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have been having some mild
discomfort in the lower part
of my chest, near the end of
the breastbone. It comes and
goes. It isn't severe but I
wonder if I am having heart
trouble. You hear. so much
these days about peopile haying heart attacks that it has
me worried. How can I tell if
it is caused by my heart or
whether it is important or
not?
DEAR READER — Don't
try to guess about it yourself. Go see your doctor and
let him take a careful complete history and decide then
what to do. There are many
v_ariations of heart _pain.
Actually about a third of all
heart attacks occur with no
pain warning at all. We call
these.silent heart attacks.
The pain from a heart
attack may be a mild, dull,
aching pain or pressure
sensation, as opposed to a
sharp pain. Sharp pains are
seldom an indication of
heart trouble.
If the discomfort is of
short duration, less than 10
minutes, it is usually angina
pectoris. This usually means
insufficient blood supply to
the heart muscle but not
heart muscle damage. Heart
attacks that cause heart
muscle damage are usually
associated with pain that
lasts 30 minutes or more.
The discomfort can be in
the center of the chest, at
the lower end of your breastbone, in the pit of the stomach, right or left shoulder, it
may radiate into the arms,
the back or even into the
Jaw. The pain of a heart
attack may occur at rest but
angina pain more often
occurs with exercise.
Some people with a heart
attack have indigestion and
vomiting as the primary feature of discomfort. To give
you a more complete ideaof

OVAL NEWS

nutri system
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Members of Chapter M of
the P.E.O. Sisterhood were
hosts to husbandiat a buffet
dinner held in the home of
Dr. and Mrs. Howard
Titsworth on Saturday, July
18. Mrs. H. L. Oakley
assisted the hostess.
The dining tattle, set in cutwork embroidered linen,
was centered with a large
bowl of magnolia. Other
tables set in various rooms
were centered with summer
flowers in small vases.
Prior to the dinner a
ceremony of presentation
was held when Janice Martin, a student majoring in
communications at Murray
State University, was
awarded a grant from the
Continuing Education Fund
of the Sisterhood. Ms.'Martin
thanked the local members
and pictures were taken for
submission to the national
organization.
A brief business meeting
of Chapter M was held
following the meal, with Dr.
Joan Maupin presiding.
Several committees were
appointed to make plans for

Tenn.
Mrs. Martha Jane
Shepherd, 404 Art, Fulton,
Mrs. Laurie A. Mott, 408 8.
12th, Murray, Gerald M.
Stone, Rt. 5 Bx. 727, S.
Fulton, Tenn., Johnny M.
Stroup, Rt. 3 Bx. 129, Fulton,
Mrs. Josephine H. Ellis, 1202
Peggy Ann, Murray,Charles
K. Jeffrey, 1539 Oxford., Murray,
Charles L Snath,,IttaBit.
186, Kirkiey, Mrs. Patricia
L. Howell, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mary Claudia Hancock, 900
Coldwater Rd., Apt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Sandra J. Byrd,
Rt. 2, Wingo, Mrs. Betty J.
Nance,P.O. Bx. 27, Puryear,
Tenn., Henry L. Major, Bx.
18, New Concord,
Roy L Balentine, Rt. 3 Bx.
281, Murray, Ky., Mrs. Lena
P. Brown, B7C. 181, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Mary E.
Gregory, Ill 2 Bx. 295,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Opha
L. Culver, Rt. 1 Bx. 205,
Almo, Mrs. Eula S. Vincent,
Rt. 3 Bx. 132, Fulton, Mrs.
Mary Helen Edwards, 900
Elm,Ber
Mrs. Ethel Sheridan, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Edward 0. Chadwick, 1.06 S. 12th, Murray,
Mrs. Vannie Steele, Rt. 1 Bx.
6, Hardin, Mrs. Cone 0.
Helmuth, Rt. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Stella H. Steele, 114
Pearl, Fulton, Mrs. Ellen
Rend, 114 E. Willow Dr.,

Mr4yrield.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
a man age 80. I have an indirect inguinal reducible hernia on the right side. For a
year I have worn a soft foam
rubber truss, no gouging.
The hernia doesn't bother
me and I don't need the truss
at night. I am normal and
healthy in other ways.
I have read that wearing a
truss only delays matters,
causing weakening and
scarring of muscles, making
hernia surgery more difficult. What is your opinion? I

Clean Up Sale
On Odds & Ends
See Our N ew
Transitional Groups
Im LW% all
I .1
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Clothes Closet
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One Group Wedding Gowns
One Grous Formals
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Looking Back
I'M RADIO SEE THAT MERE ARE STILL
SOME FAIR.MINDED FOLIG WHO won

LE ALL THE NATIONAL ATTENTION AND MEDIA
HYPE OF1N5CASE INFLUENCE THEIR VIEWS...

WHERE DIDYOU AND THESE JURORS,AWRY?

Casey Not First To
Be Second-Guessed
An AP News Analysis
who business had been explored
By WALTER R. MEA1RS
then.
AP Special Correspondent
He almost would surely have been
WASHINGTON AP) — CIA Direcconfirmed anyway. The Senate is not
in the habit of rejecting the nominees
tor William J. Casey is not the first ofof presidents.
ficial the Senate has confirmed in
The controversy over Casey's
haste and second-guessed at leisure.
future began with the resignation of
The Senate Intelligence Committee
Max Hugel as the ag6ncy's top spy.
is conducting in July the inquiry it
When Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz.,
didn't bother with in January. It hired
the Intelligence Committee chaira special counsel, Fred Thompson, a
man,said he thinks Casey should quit
veteran of the Watergate hearings, to
or be fired, he said it was because
oversee the investigation of Casey's
Casey "appointed an inexperienced
business past and his management of
man"to that sensitive position.
the CIA.
It was not inexperience that did in
"I expect it to be a thorough inHugel; it was the disclosure that two
quiry, but I hope it will be resolved in
former associates accused him of imthe near future," Thompson said.
Ironically, most of it could have
proper business dealings.
Reagan repeated on Monday his exbeen explored and resolved six months ago. Instead, the same committee pression of confidence in Casey,
Reagan's spokesman calling Casey a
spent 2;d2 hours chatting with Casey
about World War II espionage and the distinguished public servant.
There's something familiar in that,
need to strengthen the CIA. It recommended Casey's confirmation to a and in the whole episode.
Senate which approved him, with litFour years ago, Carter budget
tle discussion, and no opposition. The director Bert Lance came under
Senate criticism, then Senate probe of
vote was 95-0.
Nothing was said about the business his practices as a banker. He had been
dealings. There was plenty on the confirmed after a cursory Senate inrecord,some exploredin earlier hear- quiry, which did not seek the FBI
ings when Casey came up for confir- report on his nomination or findings of
mation a decade ago as chairman of federal bank examiners.
Two of the senators who didn't look
theSecurities and Exchange Commission, later as undersecretary of state proposed that the Senate create a new
system for non-partisan investigation
for economic affairs.
Trensactions that suddenly are of nominees to major positions. It was
deemed • worthy of close Senate supposed to provide detailed in,crutiny simply were ignored in the vestigative reports prior to confirmaCIA confirmation proceedings. Casey, tion votes.
The senators aren't there any more.
dnd President Reagan as his sponsor,
would have been better served if the The new system isn't there yet.

Business Mirror
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Garrott's Galley

A 3½'Mile Mule Ride Down A Cliff
To Observe Life In A Leper Colony

&RAIFFiT
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Letter To The Editor
Thanks Garrott
Dear Editor:
The Murray Lions Club has n•etnY
friends in Calloway County to who
we owe thanks, but to none more than
M. C. and Garrott's Galley for his recent seven hundredth. Looking forward to number one thousand.
The Murray Lions are what we are
because of the media that help promoteour projects and programs- and
for free, too.
Sincerely,
Paul Mansfield, President
Mw Tay Lions Club

Navy Ensign Stephen C. Roes, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ross, was commissioned to his present rank upon
graduation from the Naval Officers
Candidate School, Newport, R. I.
John Mac Carter of Bronsville, N.
Y., editor and publisher of the Ladies
Home Journal, will return to his
hometown of Murray to deliver the
commencement address for the summer graduation exercises on Aug.6 at
Murray State University.
The University School will hold
registration for the fall semester on
Aug. M, according to Vernon Shown,
director.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Gary Johnson, July 24, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hollis, July
25, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
Bucy,July 24.
John Wesley Pendergrass will
observe his 94th birthday on July 31.
He is formerly from the Coldwater
Community but is now at the Convalescent Division of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The Murray American Legion
Team beat Paducah to advance in the
District Baseball Tournament at Ty
Holland Field, Murray. Randy Oliver
was the Murray pitcher.
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20 Years Ago

Pvt. Clyde J. Stanley, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Earl E. Stanley, recently
Jackie Weatherford really gets the village — by nine-passenger mounts and the mules with their participated with other personnel
around.. In the past few months, she plane, by mule train or by walking riders before heading down the from the 8th Infantry Division's 83d
2-mile trail along the treacherous trail.
/
has been to England twice, to down a steep, 31
Artillery in an annual Army training
Scotland twice, to Hawaii twice and face of a 1,600-foot-high cliff. PermisSome of the scenic views were test in Germany.
one time to Ireland, Jamacia and sion must be obtained to visit the col- beautiful, Jackie recalls, but she got
Deaths reported include Mrs. Millie
ony and babies and small children are no pictures. She was too busy clinging Riley, 74, Oakley West, 86, and
Mexico.
A travel agent, Jackie is with the not permitted to do so.
tightly to her mule's neck even though Patricia Ann Todd,infant girl.
Jackie chose the three-hour round- she had been instructed to hold onto
Far Lands agency in Bill Kopperud's
The Rev. J. Donald Moorehead is
White House on Main Street, and all trip down into the village aboard one the saddle horn. Frequent squeals and the new director of the Wesley Founher traveling has been in connection of the mules. Her guide, himself a yelps were heard during the descent, dation at Murray State College. He
with her work as an escort for touring leper of 55 years of age, had been in mostly from the women, although the was appointed at the June session of
the colony since he was three years of return trip wasn't nearly as apprehen- — the Memphis Annual Conference th
- -age.
when
ago
falls
two
Jackie
I first met
sive.
succeed Mrs. Brooks Cross • who
Before leaving, he selected a mule
,
she and her husband, Marvin, and
From their guide, they learned _ resigned.
Cathryn and I \worked in the TigeL which he felt was suitable_ for .e0,7`.
the leper colony, which had - A total of 77 entries .11f-the 4-H
Band Concessions at the Murray High member of the party, walking around been established in 1866. At that time, Agricultural Exhibits were made at
and among the group looking each there was no cure for the disease and the Calloway County Jaycee Fair
football games.
person over carefully before making the banned lepers wee taken by boat which opened July 24.
• • •
his selections. Jackie's mule was to within /
2-mile of the island and
1
The Rev. E. D. Farris, formerly of
an
had
Jackie
Pappallo, which means "Little tossed overboard. Only he strongest Calloway County, now of Florida, will
May,
named
early
Back in
experience in Hawaii that few seldom Black Berry."
survived. Dangerous coral reefs pro- speak Sunday at the Lynn Grove
• • •
have. She visited a leper colony, one
hibited reaching the island by boat,as Methodist Church.
BY JOHN CUNNIFF of the few left in the word.
Before heading down the trail, all it does today.
Reelfoot tenderised hams are listed
• • •
She had gone to the islands on a were cautioned not to make any sudas selling for 29 cents per pound in the
"familiarization trip" for travel den moves, such as removing a
In 1873,a Belgian priest, Father Da- ad for Swann's Grocery this week.
agents and sponsored jointly by jacket, petting the mule or otherwise mien, went to the island to establish a
United Airlines and a Hawaiian travel causing any distraction. The trail church and administer to the lepers.
agency. The 40 people in the group demanded absolute concentration. He intended to stay only a few weeks,
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president of
were shqwn some of the places not There were no guard rails.
• but ended up spending his life there,
Pictures were to be taken only at contracting the disease himself after Murray State College, will speak at
generally visited but which might be
the commencement program for the
promoted back home as tour attrac- designated stops along the winding, his first four years.
narrow and brush-lined path. If pictions.
After the 1930s, aircraft began tak- August graduates of Murray State on
One such place was the leper col- tures were to be taken, this would be ing the lepers to the island, and the Aug.3 at 4:30 p.m. in the Little Chapel
monetary brakes. Now, people who
try to forecast interest rates have just ony, located in the small village of done only during a stop and after the last year that anyone was sent to on the campus. Eighty-seven students
,,guide had cautioned everyone to very Kalaupapa was in 1944. Once all the have made applications for degrees,
about written off any sharp drop Kaluapapa on he seldom-visited ,
island -of Moloki some 30 miles from carefully and very slowly remove lepers there today die,there will be no according to Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester,
before winte,.
registrar.
Carmakers already have experienc- Honolulu. The colony is one of the their cameras from the saddle horns more leprosy on the island.
John C. Tyler, son of MrS. Laura
ed one of the worst Junes in their en- earliest settlements for victims of and quietly snap the desired picture.
The guide told Jackie's group that
2-miles from the the day before one of the lepers had Tyler of Puryear,Tenn.,has been pro/
They first rode 11
tire history. They had had big hopes; Hansen's Disease, or the dreaded
corral to the cliff's edge mainly to died, reducing the colony population moted from corporal to sergeant
this was to have been the year they leprosy.
There are only three ways to reach familiarize the riders with their to 189. Since no early records were while serving with the Army at
would give the American public the
cars it had been demanding. But the
kept, he did not know the population of Brooklyn,N. Y.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
public seems unable to afford them.
the colony during the peak of the
Five years ago the family that needdisease, which today is controlled by and Mrs. Thomas Jones, July 22, a
girl to Mr.and Mrs. E. T. Winchester,
ed a big sum — perhaps to buy a car
Slrugs•
might have taken a loan on the
The lepers were free to leave the July 22, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ed
homestead. Try getting a second morisland or to come and go as they wish, Brandon,July 23,and a boy to Mr.and
tgage loan today that can be repaid on
although most have chosen to remain Mrs. Byron Boyd,July 23.
The West Kentucky Federation of
"easy terms."
in the only home they have ever
As the economy slows and as
known. They live in government hous- the Order of the Eastern Star, sponCrane's face reddened as he took his ing, receive money from the govern- sored by Murray Star Chapter No. 433
By TOM RAUM
government support for job programs
He stayed about half an hour, ment run their own grocery and supp- Order of the Eastern Star, will be held
seat.
Writer
Press
Associated
shrinks, unemployment seems headWASHINGTON (AP) — Congress' then left as the committee plodded on ly store, which also is government July 29 at the Murray City Park.
ed higher. That doesn't mean you can
The senior art exhibit of Oise
rely on the classic corollary of treatment of President Reagan's tax with its work.
controlled.
Meanwhile in the Senate, Sen.
bill has been political hardball from
smaller rises in consumer prices.
There is no crime in the colony, the Bryant opened July 22at the Fine Arts
No more than decreased economic the start — with just enough curves Howard Metzenbaum, 1)-Ohio, and inhabitants of which range in age Building, Murray State College.
"Murray has a lot of pretty flowers
activity means interest rates are cer- thrown along the way to enliven the several other Northern liberals were from 55 to 70. Jackie and her tourburning the same midnight oil to pro- mates saw only a few of them as they that are blooming now,"from the coltain to fall. For reasons we'll debate.
One was tossed by Reagan's test an amendment for additional tax were there during the heat of the day umn,"Seen & Heard Around Murray"
understand only when these days are
breaks to the oil industry.
history, prices and interest may now political adviser, Lyn Nofziger.
and most of the lepers remained in- by James C. Williams.
Senate Majority Leader Howard H. side.
At a recent GOP gathering, Nofhave a mind of their own.
• • •
The people at the Federal Reserve riger was called upon to introduce the Baker, R-Tenn., asked Sen. Howard
who control monetary iSolicy, and the next speaker: Rep. Jack Kemp, R- Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, if he was wagby the lepers
understood
Also, it is
people at the White House and in Con- N.Y., whose 1977 across-the-board tax ing a filibuster.
in the colony that any children born to
Not exactly, said Metzenbaum, one them would be taken away. Most of
gress who decide on fiscal policy, cut proposal is the model for the etcBy The Associated Press
of the Senate's premier practictioners these were taken to Honolulu for adopwon't come out and say it but their rent Reagan three-year plan.
is Tuesday, July 28, the 208th
Today
goals are clear. That is, they are con"Jack Kemp is more than a football of the delaying art. "I, in the past, tion. One such ease is that of a practic- day of 1981. There are 156 days left in
sciously and willingly flirting with a player," said Nofziger of the former have found it to be a privilege to be on ing physician in Honolulu who the year.
Buffalo Bills quarterback. "Not a ... the floor in the Ivee hours of the regularly visits his aging father in the
recession.
Today's highlight in history:
night."
They would agree that it would be lot more."
colony.
On July 28, 1914, World War I began
Nofziger also gave this personal
nice to avoid it, but to not have a
As a result of the children being when Austria declared war on Serbia.
When the Democratic tax-cut taken away,the lepers keep dogs and
recession or something akin to it is a view of economic recovery:"I believe
On this date:
contradiction of the policies theypur- all of government should be destroyed "alternativi" came back from the pour out their affection on them.
In
1794, French revolutionaries
Irrinters, House Wily's and Means
_a_
sus.--Itecession, -_-or - a serious- except my office21_-- - - Maxitnilien Robespierre and Louis
were
staffers
horrified.,
Another light moment came althe— Committee
slowdown,is a naturalconeequenee
Jackie would have -liked to have Antoine Saint-Juste were executed.
persistent restrictive monetary and House Ways and Means 0:Ornate There, in big letters on the cover of brought back some slides to show of
In 1821, Peru proclaimed Inworked into the early morning Win the thick document, was committee the experience, but her camera was dependence from Spain.
fiscal policies.
Chairman Dan Rostenkowski's name the farthest thing from her mind. She
For President Reagan, a tighter on the tax bill.
In 1896, the city of Miami was incor— misspelled as "Ftotenkowski."
an
R-M.,
Crane,
M.
Philip
Rep.
As
an
is
in
budget
absolute requirement
was too busy clinging to that mule's porated with a population of less than
problems
spelling
some
were
There
order to get government out of infrequent attender of committee
neck—beck up as well as down.
300.
wasteful, consumptive pursuits, and meetings, strolled in about 1 a.m., the on the tax bill in the Senate, too. One
And in 1945, 13 people were killed
action
floor
referred
return the economy to the more pro- entire panel erupted into hearty ap- staff summary of
a U.S. Army bomber crashed inwhen
to an amendment on the oil "windfall
plause.
ductive private sector.
'limes
it
Lodger
Mirrray
the
to
Empire State Building in New
• . _
In each instance, the probable net
"Maybe he gave the cab driver the profits tax" as a matter dealing with
York.
(UllEIPS.7113)
prophets."
"windfall
effect is to reduce economic activity wrong address," quipped Rep. AnWalter I.. Apperson
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more lasting benefits that might be
4,
would refuse entry into the
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July
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except
afternoon
every
troductions seem the rule at Senate Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgivexpected to follow over the next few
Nations if Nationalist China
United
Simpcommittee hearings. Sen. Alan
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.,
years.
remained a member.
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Economic News Says
Recession More Likely
NEW YORK (AP) — From
whatever source your economic
message comes, it bears rather poor
news for the next few months. Some
bit of discomfort seems assured for
nearly everyone, and a recession
grows more likely.
If your source is antiadministration, the grim outlook is
served up like a dish of cold greasy
stew: Inflation could worsen any day
now; interest rates might remain
high; unemployment is likely to creep
up.
Should your source be more friendly
to the Reagan people, you will hear
that the economic menu, though unpalatable as cod liver oil,is conducive
to the building of strong bones for
future growth.
The message is the same, however,
in that they tell you not to [flake big
spending plans or take big risks or
dreain big dreams for the rest of the
year because its going to be a tricky
time.
The Federal Reserve has reiterated
its intention of keeping his foot on the

By M.C. Garrott
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Here's the Answer gg
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteatures
Q. — We woold like to cut the
noise between two rooms, only
one of which is already in
place. We have heard that the
best way to do this is to place
insulation between the walls, Is
that all that is necessary?
A. — Insulation between the
walls will help considerably,
but that is only part of the solution. Sound travels through
metal, under baseboards and
even through electrical outlets.
There are special non-metal
connectors and insulation materials that can be used wherever
noise might travel. Your best
bet is to go to a dealer that
sells this kind of sound-absorbent and deadening materials,
explain what you plan to do
and ask his advice. That's because each situation presents
special problems and requires
special solutions. Only an expert who knows your specific
problems can give you accurate
answers.
Q. — I have to replace some
broken window panes soon and
would like to cut the glass myself. When I have tried this in
the past, I always seemed to run
Into trouble when doing the cutting with a glass cutter. Either
the glass cracks while cutting
or the line begins to chip or the
cutter skips in places and I
have to go bock over it. Is
there something I am doing
wrong?
A. — Undoubtedly. Exactly
what it is can not be determined from this distance, but a
good guess is that you are not
applying the proper pressure on
the cutter. The pressure must
be firm but not too firm. Usually, cracking comes from pressing too hard, skipping from
pressing too little. Are you using some kind of straightedge
along which to draw the cutter?
Practice with pieces of scrap
glass again and again. Suddenly, you will find yourself making perfect cuts. You won't be
sure exactly why, but you will
know then that you have acquired the hang of it.
Q. — From thehen of&if
house at the rear, you have to
go down four concrete steps to
get to the backyard. There is
no problem in the summer, but
during the winter, the steps are
sometimes covered with ice

and very dangerous. We have
thought of several solutions and
even tried a couple of them,
but nothing seems to be foolproof. What advice can you
give us?
A. — There probably is no
foolproof method that will prevent someone from slipping on
such steps forever. You might
try something a friend of mine
has found helpful. He has built
• wooden frame for each step.
The frame fits over the step in
such a way that it cannot
move, but if you can't get it to
fit perfectly, use a couple of
fasteners to hold it in place.
Each frame is placed in position when winter is about to arrive and removed when it has
gone. The important thing to do
when building the frame is to
slant it the tiniest bit to permit
water to rim off. Of course, water can freeze on wood under
certain conditions or can become slippery for other reasons, but so far it has worked
for several years. In any case,
It most certainly is less likely
to become slippery than the
presint concrete.
Q. — The painted wooden
floor in ow family room is in
excellent condition, with no
signs of peeling, blistering or
cracking, but there are two
spots where most of the paint
has worn away. In repainting
the entire floor, should thee
spots be given special treatment?
A. — Yes. Take a small
quantity of the paint and thin it
a bit with turpentine or mineral
spirits if it is oil paint or water
if it is latex paint. Paint the
spots with this mixture and allow it to dry for at least a day.
Now paint the floor the regular
way.

(Kinds of paint, surface preparation, brushes, roller and
techniques are ambng the subjects in Andy Lang's booklet,
"Paint Your House Inside and
Out," available by sending 50
cents and a long, STAMPED,
self-addressed envelope,fd Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Hungtintcn, N.Y. 11743. Questions
of general interest will be answered in the column, but individual correspondence cannot
be undertaken.)
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Elegant Dinner
Table Returns
By BARBARA MAYER
AP NeWileiteres
Whoever said politics and
home fashions have nothing in
eammon?
11 anyone did, he is being
proved wrong. Today's conservative political climate appears to be mirrored in a corresponding rise of conservatism
in home furnishings. Nowhere
is this more evident than at the
dinner table.
"In the mid '70s, young
people didn't want to do the
things their parents had done.
They rejected weddings and
sterling silver," said Tony
LaChapelle, an executive with
Reed & Barton.
But now, many young adults
are not rejecting their parents'
version of the good life. "We've..
noticed a return to traditionalism in the past two to three
years," added Lachapelle.
The results of this return are
better sales for the finer things
such as china, crystal and silver, according to manufacturers interviewed recently during and after the New York tabletop market.
Among trends that showed up
at the market, which consumers may expect to see on
retail sales floors and in illustrated magazines in the near
future, is a return to the formal
table. New dinnerware in pastels and with floral motifs was
widely shown at the market, as
were revivals of old, florid patterns.
The mixing of patterns on the
table is an idea advanced several years ago which is catchng
on with consumers, according
to those who watch the trends.
And the interest in setting a
lovely table is also leading to a
wider array of accessory products, such as table linens and
decorative centerpieces.
The need to satisfy consumers seeking more information about how to coordinate
their tables will lead to tabletop
boutiques in stores in the future, according to one china
firm. In place of several departments, Valerie Mascia of
Mikes& expects to see one department combining glassware,
china, linens and accessories.
within a few years.

Whatever once made the
installation of a floor rather
intimidating to the do-ityourselfer
disappeared
some years ago when
resilient floor tiles made
their bow.
Here was a product that
molded itself to the contour
of the floor, required no
carpentry skills and was
easy to handle, since only a
single tile need be dealt with
at one time.
Those who might still feel
that tiling a floor is a herculean task they would
rather not tackle need only
be reminded that if they had
to tile an area that required
only four tiles, they would
not hesitate to undertake the
job.
Yet installing a floor, no
matter how large the room,
is a simple matter of putting
down four tiles in a small
area. Think of it that way
and the big job becomes a lot
of small jobs.
Perhaps the surest road to
certain success is in the proper preparation of the surface to be covered. If it's a
wooden floor of double construction (that is, a top floor
and a subfloor) and the
boards are 3 inches or less in
width, the tiles can be laid
directly on it.
If it's a single floor or the

The new trends were made
known In a market dominated- -'
by the introduction of conservative merchandise. Both
clps &lid silverware manufacreported that many bestselling patterns are revived designs dating from the earlier
part of the 20th century.
In flatwgre, renewed appreciation for traditional has been
leading to greater demand for
ornate patterns.
"Traditional patterns are always the best sellers in sterling. Modern patterns do not
have staying power," said Edward Mulligan, chairman of
Towle Mfg. Co.
If there has been a change,
he would characterize it as an
increased interest in the more
heavily embellished patterns instead of simpler, more classical
designs.
In stainless flatware, contemporary styles used to be popular.
"But we can't give contemporary away in expensive stainless. When they pay $30 and up
for a place setting, people want
stainless that looks just like
sterling," Mulligaan said.
At least two flatware companies, Oneida and WMF, recreated old silver patterns in
stainless steel at the recent
market.
A return to the past also was
seen in the popularity of more
elegant china patterns.
"Choices for the table are
getting more formal. You see it
In all aspects including crystal
and china and even less expensive earthenware for casual
dining," said Bob Sullivan, vice
president of Lenox China.
Another company where the
consumer demand for traditional china has been noted is
Rosenthal, which is known for
its advanced modern designs.
As a result, Rosenthal has increased its line of traditional
china in the U.S. and also has
started showing more decorative modern designs than the
severe styles for which it is
known.
Various reasons have been
advanced for the new conservatism in tableware. They
range from psychological explanations to the boredom factor.
"There is definitely a worldwide trend toward traditional
merchandise," said Jim Parham of Rosenthal. "I think it
has a psychological basis, because all the Western countries
are going through a turbulent
era,'
On the other hand, another
old china hand remarked that
trends come and go. It is the
role of the marketplace to take
an idea as far as possible.
After a while people become
bored with the accepted and
fully explored concept. They
look for something different.
Then the whole process starts
again.
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Adding a room is a good way
to get extra living space. When
the addition is planned to serve
more than one function, you get
a bonus in diversity.
When thinking about adding
a room, the National Home improvement Council suggests
you make a list of the activities
that will take place in the room.
An adult bedroom, for example, ought to do double duty as a
quiet retreat for reading, sewing
or just relaxing. A dining room
might also serve as a library, sitting room or music room.
Consider mood
Another thing to consider,
adds the Council, is the mood
you wish to express. Should the
newnoom be formal or informal? Should it serve as a quiet
background for people, or as a
strong reflection of your personality?.
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Tiling A Floor Is Not Hard Job
By ANDY LANG
AP New sfeatares
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boards are more than 3 inches wide, cover it with a
hardboard or plywood
underlayment. Ask your
lumber dealer for the proper
underlayment and the
special coated nails for attaching it. In nailing down
the underlayment, space the
nails about 6 inches apart
and allow about 1-16th of an
inch between sheets of hardboard or plywood. And, of
course, nail down any loose
boards. If the floor is concrete,
holes and cracks must be filled to make them level with
the surrounding surface.
Rough spots can be sanded
down, with all paint, grease,
oils and grime removed —
with one exception.
The paint need not be
removed if the concrete is
not in direct contact with the
earth. In extreme cases,
where the concrete is exceptionally rough, apply a
mastic-type of underlayment to level it. Fortunately,
this is rarely necessary.
Some persons start tiling
right from a corner of the
room and get reasonably
good results, but that means
you will have no border on
one side of a room and a
border of varying size on the
other. The proper way is to
start laying tile from the
center outwards. To do this,
you first must get the center

Murray Handyman
Service

of the room.
Begin by marking the
centers of the two end walls
of the room, using only the
main dimensions and ignoring irregularities of contour.
Connect these two centers
with a taut string, heavily
coated with chalk. You can
coat it yourself or buy one
already coated. Snap the string to transfer a chalk line to
the for. Do the same thing
with the two other opposite
walls. Where the chalk lines
meet is the center of the
room for your purposes.
Now, starting from the
center, put down tiles
BEFORE you put any
adhesive on the floor. Install
one row to an end wall and
one to a side wall. Measure
the distance between the
wall and the end tile in each
row. If the distance is less
than 2 inches or more than 8
inches, move the chalk line
opposite that wall 442 inches
cl. Repeat the procedure on
the other row of tile. When

you spread the cement and
Lay the tile, the borders will
be even.
Those who advocate skipping this measuring procedure argue that nobody
notices whether the borders
are even. Probably true, but
whatever you do, better
make certain that the walls
are straight. Some which itppear to be,aren't.
To lend an individuality to
your finished job, consider
ahead of time the use 01
special desik out yourself, as
well as border effects, center
pieces
and
baseboard
materials. Your tile dealer
usually has pamphlets or
brochures that offer illustrated suggestions on how
to produce interesting design
For a copy of Andy Lang's
booklet, "Installing Floor
Tiles," send 50 cents and a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to KnowHow, P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.)
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Local Youths Attend
Basketball Camps

Mtrray Ledger & Times

Pro Baseball's Plan

What If The Strike Does End?
As AP Sports Analysis
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
If — and it's becoming a
big if — the 1981 baseball
season is ever resumed,
what format will it take?
Will teams simply pick up
where they left off, or will
some more complex formula
be adopted to determine the

champion of this strikescarred season?
Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn's staff has been informally polling teams in an effort to get their input and
reactions to various proposals as to what shape a
resumed season should take.
A spokesman for Kuhn said
it's premature to discuss
those plans right now.

"It's premature to get into
something that may occur
Aug. 1, Aug. 15, or
whenever," said Chuck
Adams of the commissioner's office. "A key to
anything is to get a settlement. Once we've got a settlement, we'll be able to say
where we go from there."
One direction could be to

make 1981 into a split season president Al Thornwell, who
— declare the leaders at the described it as "the best way
time of the strike the win- to revive interest in the
ners of the first half, then season in all major league
start from scratch when the cities."
strike is settled and play a
Nonsense! says Eddie
second half. The two winners Einhorn, president of the
would meet in a mini-series Chicago White Sox.
to determine the four divi"You're not going to fool
sion champions, and the rest the people," Einhorn said.
would procede normally.
"They know a bad team
The split-season concept when they see one. Some
was proposed by Al Rosen, people favor the split season
president of the Houston because it keeps grerybody
Astros, who believes there in the race, but the bad
are too many inequities in teams will still lose. To start
the schedule to pick up the all over again and play
season where it was inter- another inequitable season
rupted.
would just compound the
"Some teams would end situation and penalize the
up playing more home good teams."
games tban others, and
Instead, Einhorn proposes
teams would play each other expanding the number of
different numbers of times," teams which qualify for
Rosen said Monday. "One of postseason play. Instead of
CHICAGO (AO) — Strik- thought the players needed "The
clubs' position the most important factors is just the division champions,
ing major league players an update on the status
of throughout has been the that if we just picked up he'd let the top two, three or
and club owners will be their strike.
necessity of filling the hole where we left off, many four teams in each division
meeting on opposite coasts
Some 25-30 players who left by a free agent signing teams wouldn't have the op- advance into mini-series.
Wednesday as the walkout are not executive
board with another team," said portunity to make up lost
But before any solution is
that has canceled more than members showed up
for Miler. "We have known for ground. They're so far adopted, the owners and
25 percent of the 1981 Monday night's meeting.
a long time that's not the behind they'd be out of the players must solve their
baseball season continues
"Half of them didn't have problem. We proved it last running right away and dispute over
free agent comthrough its seventh week.
the facts," Miller said. week. Our offer said that there would be diminished pensation. And
although no
Armed with a vote of con-_____"There was an information after
you protect 24, the club fan interest in those cities.
cut-off date has been set by
fidence from the player • gap not of our doing. A news losing
the free agent could
"If you start it fresh, it will Kuhn's office, you have to
representatives, Marvin blackout is a catastrophe for pick theNo.
25 player from give the fans in every city wonder how much longer the
Miller,-execjiliVe irreelor of an organization like ours. the roster
of any of eight something to root for."
strike can continue before all
the union, will hold the first There was a terrible infor- teams."
The
Atlanta
Braves
talk of formats for a resumhave
in a series of regional mation gap for four days
(in
But the union chief said endorsed this proposal, ac- ed season becomes irrelemeetings in Los Angeles. Washington). Those were
management's counter- cording to executive vice vant.
Miller said no further important days."
proposal
was that nonmeetings had been schedulMiller said that although
signing clubs could protect
ed.
the players have never felt
At the same time, the 26 they were close to a settle- 28 players, less compensaclub owners will gather in ment, that there had been tion than the union was offering, while signing clubs
New York for an update some progress made for
the could protect only
24.
from the Player Relations first time about
midway
Committee and their chief through the bargaining
"That's to make sure that
in
negotiator, Ray Grebey.
the compensation is taken
Washington last week.
That means there can be
"But there is still an awful from the signing club,"
no negotiations to end the gap between us."
Miller said.
strike probably before the
The basic issue remains
If a club lost a player
weekend.
the source of compensation through
compensation, it
Miller spent more than for teams losing free agent
Two Murrayans finished over category; and Kart
five hours Monday night players in baseball's annual would receive $150,000 under first in their respective fields Wuest, 48, whose 1:13:93
management's plan unless
briefing the executive board re-entry draft. Miller
in winning the men's and time granted him 17th place
said
of the union on the negotia- that the players' last pro- the signing club was involv- women's 10-mile Paducah overall and fourth in the
ed. In that case, no payment
tions, which broke down last posal, made a week ago
Summer Festival Road Masters 40 and over
to- would follow.
Thursday in Washington. day, offered more compenRaces last Saturday.
catagory.
"That's another example
The two sides had bargained sation in the form of a
Jerry Odlin, 25, posted a
Ron Wuest's time was
pro- of punishing a team for signfor four days with a news fessional player than
the ing a free agent," Miller 52:45 overall winning time 1:07:24.
blackout and Miller said he clubs had asked for.
while Sandy Minor, 19, led
Also in Saturday's comsaid.
all women with a 1:16:47 petition was a four-mile run
mark.
with all-female participaFinishing the hilly course tion.
in mid-90 degree weather
Danielle Vince, 20, was
along with Odlin and Minor first with a 30:15 time, Jenwere Murrayans Brian Rut- nifer Hudden, 20, was third,
ter, 26, who placed third with Jbdy Barber, 22, finished
a 55:32 time; Ron Wuest, 42, fourth and Jeannie Rule, 14,
who finished llth overall and turned in a fourth place time
second in the Masters 40 and in the 19-and under division.
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — legs and hands were paralyz- God," said Mr. Turner. "A
Hospital officials were ed, but that no immediate lot of people have been calllimiting injured Landon surgery was planned.
ing saying they are praying
Turner to only two visitors at
Mrs. Turner said doctors for him...I think those many
a time and for most of the have told her the period after prayers from all over the
day, All-American guard her son regains con- country have got to
do
Isiah Thomas was one of sciousness will be a crucial something for Landon."
those visitors, said Turner's time in his recovery.
Turner received the inFormer Murray State their draft choices instead of
mother.
"They've said that when juries as he and friends were defensive back Terry Love
is Love in their next round of
"Isiah flew here from the he learns the extent of his in- traveling to Kings Island reported
ly faring well in his eliminations.
Virgin Islands when he juries, he could go into a Amusement Park in Cincin- bid
to make the roster of the
Love was named to the
heard about Landon, said deep depression and that the nati. Suzanne Jones, 20,
who Kansas City Chief,s of the Na- first team All American
Mrs. Rita Turner on Mon- body then fails to fight off in- was thrown from the car and tional Football
League.
squad his junior year as a
day. "He's really upset fection and other complica- hospitalized in Columbus,
According to a Chiefs' Racer D-back and despite
about this accident and was tions.
Ind., has a broken pelvis, but assistant coach, who prefer- nagging injuries repeated as
just sitting in the room talk- "We expect he'll need a lot should recover, Mrs. Turner red
to remain anonymous, a third team All American
ing to Landon."
of morale boosting then," said.
Love has been very im- his senior year. Love was
However, the 21-year-old she said.
She won't talk now about pressive and has caught the also a two-year All Ohio
Turner was unable to hear
Mrs. Turner said she the possibilicy that her son eye of the coaching
staff as Valley Conference team
what Thomas, Indiana welcomes support from her may be paralyzed for life.
an optimistic choice for one member.
Coach Bobby Knight,former son's teammates.
"All I think about now is of two available positions.
Gov. Otis Bowen or others "His teammates at In- that I want him to be whole
Love, who signed as a free
said during their visits.
diana have been just again," Mrs. Turner said. agent strong safety
this
Turner, 21, was still un- wonderful. We've been "Miracles still happen and I
year, is one of four players
conscious and listed in receiving many phone calls think the miracle of prayer
vying for two jobs. Sources
serious condition with a frac- from people wishing us well. is the strongest. I'll just
put say the Chiefs are contured spine among the in- This is a rough period for our it in the hands of the Lord."
temulatins cutting atm_ af
jurleg received - Saturday Faalii, but we're happy to
when he lost control of the see the sincere concern becar he was driving and ing expressed by so many."
struck a bridge abutment.
Landon's father, Adell,
"He's still unconscious,"
and
his mother have both
Mrs. Turner said. "We're
just praying. Once he been visiting the hospital frebecomes conscious, we'll quenty since the accident.
have a better idea of how Both say they believe their
Fu)l-time, evening-night shift rotation.
son has recognized them.,
things will go."
Experience not required.
Fred Price, a spokesman
"He opened his eyes once
for Methodist Hospital, said and looked at his mother who
Extensive orientation program. New safari Sc
Turner had been transferred was talking to him and then
in effect. Salary commensurate with experience. •
Monday to the hospital's in- looked on the other side of
Full employee benefit Package. G.N. starting
tensive care unit after ex- the bed to me," said the
salary-$7.65/hour.
periencing some lung dif- elder Turner.
ficulties. He said Turner's
"We put a lot of faith in our
Contact: Caroline Christ, RN.

Striking Players And
Owners Meet, But On
Opposite Sides Of U.S.

Sports, Briefly

BASKETBALL CAMPERS — A pair of Murray youths recently attended
special summer basketball camps. John Imes, Rt. 2,(top left) attended
the Kyle Macy(top righ4basketball camp at Georgetown College, while
Donna Rouse, Embassy Apt.,(bottom right) was among about 75 participants in the University of Tennessee at Martin Lady Pacer basketball
camp. With Rouse is UTM women's head basketball coach Anne Strusz.

Murray Runners Nab
Paducah Road Races

Indiana's Turner Still
Unconscious,Paralyzed

Love Maintains Bid
For Chiefs'Position

Louisville Officials Try
For Baseball Stadium
•

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)
A stadium Cotdd be comLpuisville officials are going pleted by the_wrh ow,_11_9113.
to bat again in hopes of Mayor William Stansbury
building, a baseball stadium said Friday that he asked
suitable for attracing a Tri- civic leaders to pursue the
ple A baseball team.
project to keep it non• Louisville has not had pro- political.
fessional baseball since 1972, Both WWig and Ulmer
wlien Fairgrounds Stadium said they intend to use little
was renovated for football. or no tax money in the conThe Louisville Colonels, a struction.
Triple A team, then moved "But how we raise the
to Pawtucket, R.I.
money, who runs it (the
Former Jefferson County stadium) and what kind of
Judge Armin Willig and baseball team we get is pure
Daniel Ulmer, president of speculation at this point,"
Citilens Fidelity Bank, will Ulmer said.
serve as chairmen of a conr Stansbury said the city
mittee that will find a way to might consider issuing bonds
build a stadium.
or seek a federal grant to
A stadium site has not be finance .tie stadium.
selected, but an area that in- The American Association
clbdes 25 City-owned acres and International League
Mar the Ohio River has have expressed an interest
received attention in the in returning professional
past. An earlier proposal for baseball to Louisville.
the site called for a 964 "Louisville would definiteminim stadium with nes.:
be an attraetivw addition,"
121l00 seats.
said Max Klugman. business
Also under study is the manager of the American
Association office in
state fairgrounds.
I

Wichita, kan. "Louisville
woolil it
excellently
geographically.'
Other teams in the
American Association are in
Denver, Oklahoma City, Irrdianapolis, Omaha, Des
Moines, Evansville, Wichita
and Springfield, Ill.
"If you get a stadium, the
prospects would be very
good. We would love to have
Louisville," said Harold
Cooper, president of the International League.
He said that he would have
to "see it to believe it. We've
been through this • with
Louisville for three years.
We keep hearing it, but
nothing ever happens."

011.111•MBINIMMIMI

R.N.-Emergency Depbrtment

Director of Nursing
Southeast Missouri Hospital
(314)651-5570

Junior Golf Results

The International League
Winners in last weekend's
has clubs in Columbus, Oaks Country Club Junior
Rochester,
Toledo, Golf were:
Syracuse,
Richmond,
Pawtucket, Norfolk and
Chris Neal (5-6 vw,olds),
W.V5.-- -'iasuirFarley (7-8 year 'alas),
City officials are 'op- Justin Crouse (9-10 year
timistic that a stadium will olds), Brad King (11-12 year
be constructid this time.
olds), Carl Zambella (18-14

year olds), Vicki Woods
(girls 8-9 year olds), Shelly
Caldifell (10-11 year olds),
and Terri Lamb (12-13 year
°kis).
• .
July 30 Oaks Country Club
is sponsoring a Junior Golf
Tournament. Play begins at
9 a.m.
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Murray North Kentucky League Team
Bombs Calvert City, 13-1, In Tourney

MURRAY B-TEAM ALL STARS — Members of the Murray Little League B-Team All Stars playing in the 16-team,
Hopkinsville Tournament this week are (front row from left) Terry McCallon, Shayne Morris, Bill Maddox,
Mark Whitaker, Mitch Cauley, Charles Hampton, Patrick Gupton,(second row from left) Jody Burkeen, David
Lawrence, Daryl Rogers, Aaron Barrett, Scott Butwell, Carey Alexander, Brooks Sparton, Ben Yoo,(back row
from left) manager Ron Hampton, and coaches Diana Hampton and Bill Milton. Monday's first round game
against Hopkinsville No.2 was rained out, but will be played tonight at 8:30 p.m.

Todd Seargent pitched
four perfect innings of
baseball for the Murray Kentucky League North All
Stars as the locals bombed
Calvert City, 13-1, in the
opening round of the
Mayfield tournament Monday.
Seargent retired the first
12 batters in order before
giving up the solo run in the
top of the fifth on two walks
and a passed ball. Jason
Sammons came in to relieve
Seargent and doused the
Calvert City fire with a final
inning of scoreless ball.
Seargent commandeered
an early Murray lead when
he singled and scored on
James Payne's single in the
first inning. Tim Armstrong
drove in Payne with his
single then scored when
Craig Schwettman singled to
left field. Schwettman accounted for the final run of
the inning when he stole second and third before coming home on 4 passed ball.
With the score 4-0 in Murray's favor, Calvert City faced an uphill climb, but

Seargent kept them on loose
sand the entire time.
Murray added two more
runs in the second when
Seargent beat out a throw
from third before advancing
to third on another Payne
single. He then stole home on
an overthrow for run
number five. Payne scored
on an Armstrong double
before Calvert City's defense
tightened.
Three more Murray runs
came in the third on walks to

Scott Foster, Mark Miller, as Payne and
Nix
Jason Sammons, Bruce scampered home for the
Thurman, Payne and Arm- game's final runs.
strong.
Defensively the MurIn the fourth inning Jon rayans couldn't have done
Muhleman doubled, Sam- better, committing no errors
mons walked and both and allowing no hits.
Offensively the locals had
scored on a Seargent triple.
And the onslaught continued. nine hits including three by
Seargent and two each for
The fifth inning saw Mur- Payne and Armstrong.
ray load the bases with
Tonight Murray North adPayne, Tripp Nix and Bill vances against Mayfield at 8
Fandrich. A wild throw cost p.m. at the Mayfield city ball
Calvert City two more points park.

Murray South Squad
Clobbers Clinton, 9-6
Murray's South squad in
the Kentucky League
baseball tourney at Mayfield
advanced to the winner's
bracket after halting Linton,9-6, Monday.
Tonight the South team
faces the winner of the Benton — Mayfield game at 8
p.m.
In Monday's game Mike

Fulton and Brian Hale
shared mound duties for
Murray and compiled a fivehit performance.
Offensively Murray racked up nine total hits. Britt
Christensen went three-forfour, Chris Dill was two-forthree and Scott Adams, Mike
Bomarito, Mike Fulton and
Chris Hays each had singles.

Andy Rickman and Davicl
Potts scored two runs apiece
for the Murrayans.
Three teams from Murray
are in the area tournament
— Murray North, South and
West.
The playoff, held at
Mayfield is double elimination and continues
throughout the week.

Oldfield Says He's Still An
College Shortstop Suffers Loss
Amateur, But Others Say No Of Memory Du
e To Bad Hop

SYRACUSE, N.Y.(AP) — member, file suit in New laps left and won the 5,000
by
Brian Oldfield would like to York State Supreme Court in about 20 yards in 13
minutes
have his status clarified once Syracuse. Justice William 35.4 seconds.
and for all.
Roy ruled in favor of the
While the 5,000 Willed into
"I am not a professional — athletes, and much to the a runaway, there were two
not even a semi-professional chagrin of USOC officials, extremely close finishes.
amateur. I am an amateur," Oldfield and Smith became
In the women's 1,500, Cinthe burly, colorful Oldfield part of the field.
dy Bremser nipped Jan Mersaid Monday after winning
Oldfield wop his event with rill, 4:15.62 to 4:15.65. In the
the shot put title at the Na- a throw of 58 feet 5 inches. men's 400-meter relay,
tional Sports Festival.
Michael Carter had to settle Dwayne Evans, running an• The U.S. Olympic Commit- for second at -67-2 and Dave chor for the West team, edgtee and the International Laut was third at 66-242.
ed Harvey Glance of the
Olympic Committee do not Oldfield's victory came on South at the wire. The time
agree. They maintain he is the final day of the Festival's for the West squad, which
tainted because of his par- three-day track and field also consisted of Ron Brown,
ticipation in the Interna- competition at Sunnycrest Eric Brown and James Santional Track Association, a Park.
ford, was 39.23. The South
professional circuit that Gov. and Mrs. Hugh Carey was clocked in 39.34.
operated between 1973-76.
attended long enough to
The West, with Alice
Oldfield has been ruled make presentations to the Brown, Jeannette Bolden,
eligible by the International medalists in the men's and Florence Griffith and Jackie
Amateur Athletic Federa- women's 400-meter relay Washington, also won
the
tion, but the USOC and the races, and to heptathlon win- women's 400 in 44.14 and took
IOC have not given him their ner Cindy Greiner of Oregon the women's 1,600 relay
in
blessing to participate in the State University.
3:31.72 with Paulette Clagon,
Olympic Games.
In the feature race, a Arlise Emerson, Rosalyn
He and pole vaulter Steve weakened Craig Virgin over- Bryant and Denean
Howard.
Smith, another former ITA took Alberto Salazar with 234 Ed Yearwood,
with a

strong anchor leg, led the
East to victory in the men's
1,600in3:03.60.

By VICKY HUNT
remembering old friends.
peared, too, after two mon- have an accident or
The Arizona Daily Star
"My worst enemy could ths: the amnesia.
Something, and not have
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP-) —*- have walked up to me on the- -1I Went to
steep one nikfit anything to fall back on," he
In other events: John seemingly ordinary onehop
street and said he was my and woke up with my said.
Powell, a member of three grounder to Campbellsville
best friend and I would have memory," he said.
If there was an especially
Olympic teams, won the College shortstop Donnie
had-to belieVelaim," he said.
He not, only remembered memorable moment during
discus at 214-1 as four-time Richardson last March turnHe didn't remember his events from before the acci- his amnesia, it was when
Olympic champion Al Oerter ed out to be an experience to
friends of parents, but he dent, but to the surprise of Richardson arrived at
the
finished fourth at 206-2; remember.
remembered baseball. The his doctors, he also Louisville airport from
American record-holder
However, the 19-year-old only thing about baseball he remembe
red what occurred Florida. There to meet him
Pam Spencer took the couldn't remember the
had to relearn, other than his during his period of were his parents
and
women's high jump at 6-31,4; grounder — or virtually
teammates' names, was the amnesia.
girlfriend, Pam Riggs, 19.
Kathy McMillan-Roy beat anything else — for two monsignals.
Richardson said he would They could tell he had no
American record-holder ths.
I i-ss than two weeks after jump at the chance to go into idea who they were.
Jodi Anderson in the
Campbellsville's Tigers, the accident, and after only pro basball but
that educa"Pam was very hurt and
women's long jump with 21- from Campbellsville, Ky.,
one day of practice, Richard- tion is important, too.
insecure when I didn't
2/
3
4, and 17-year-old Kim and the Monmouth College
son played a doubleheader
"I wouldn't want to pay recognize her," Richardson
Gallagher of Upper Darby Scots of Illinois were playing and
had six hits, four RBIs ball for three or four years, said.
(Pa.) High School was a sur- a baseball game in Panama and
four stolen bases.
prise winner in the women's City, Fla., as part of a
His whole game improved
3,000 in 9:19.67.
preseason tour when the considerably. His batting
average was .342 before the
In the multi-event com- fateful grounder was hit.
The ball took a bad hop injury. He finished the
petition, Greiner accumulated 5,574 in the hep- and struck the freshman season at .391.
He led his team in hits and
tathlon and Brian Mond- from Louisville behind the
runs scored. He was second
schein of Huntington Beach, left ear.
Attempts to revive him in home runs. He was thrown
Calif., won the decathlon
with
smelling salts failed, out only twice in 15 basewith 7,532 points.
and he lay unconscious for 25 stealing attempts. His
minutes. A paramedic unit coach, Dr.Danny Davis,call"2nd Annual Kentucky Lake
treated him and took him to ed him the all-around best
Jesus Festival Of Music"
a hospital where he was player on the team."
diagnosed as having
An occasional problem
JULY 31, AUG. 1, & AUG. 2
amnesia and. a bruised gripping the ball disapFeaturing these Bands:
brain.
peared with exercise.
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) — day meet. We reopened June man
After four days and many
*FIREWORKS*
Something else disapin South Africa."
was introduced to the public
Call-A-Bet started at a trot 29, and now we're taking in
tests for brain damage, he
King said the caller had March 2.
*PILGRIM *
when it was introduced to $21,555 a night," said King,
was released.
read about Call-A-Bet in a
TENNIS
Now, a customer can
stay-at home bettors last president of Louisville
*PATMOS*
But he wasn't quite the
SOUTH ORANGE, N.J.
magazine and was in- wager right up to post time
March. Now, William H. Downs.
terested in learning whether for'each race and the races same person. Usually (AP) — Shlomo Glickstein of
*WITNE
SS*
King believes he's got the
talkative and olitkoing, Israel scored a 6-4,
He's had calls from other it could be used "at the $70 are aired
4-6,
6-3
over
live
one
of
the
hottest property in harness race track owners around million
SCHEDULE
track they're city's two cable television Richardson became quiet first-round victory over
racing.
and depressed.
(Friday)-31st
July
the country. "People from building in Johannesburg. I firms. "The
-Potrnos-Pilgri
m-Witness- —800 PM
Steve Meister in the $75,000
other company
"After we opened the spr- Canada have been down here believe
Sonlight Inn --Poris Tennessee
"I would do things myself Mutual Benefit Life
that track is going to is expected to join our
Open at
Aug. 1st (Saturcloy)--Potmos-Pilgrim—Witness--7:00 PM
ing meeting, over-the- three times to look over
the be called Kentucky Downs." system next week," said that I normally depended on the Orange Lawn Tennis
Paris Landing State Pork
telephone wagers were operation. And not long
others to do for me because I Club.
ago,
King's system
has King.
averaging $6,612 for the 32- I got a call at 5 a.m. from
AUG.
(SUNDAY)
2nd
was
afraid to ask them for
-"FIRBYORKS"-2:00 PM
In other matches, Jim
a undergone revisions since it
A customer opens an acHuntingdon Civic Center
count at the track with a help," he said. "My per- Gurfein upset Chris Delaney
minimum deposit of $25. He sonality really changed a 6-0, 5-7, 6-1; Chilean national
Admission
Juan Nunez of Rocky Moungets a code number and lot."
One
of
strangest
the
things
tain,
Fri.
($2.00)
N.C., overtook Ben
Sat. (Free) Sun.($3.50)
establishes a personal
password to insure security. about amnesia, he said in a Testerman of Knoxville,
Sponsored By Sonlight Contemporary Ministries (901)642-9804
To bet, the player calls the recent interview, was not Tenn., 2-6, 6-2, 7-6.
track...from whereever he is
and gives his number and
password to the operator.
The account is called up on a
computer terminal screen.
The customer gets his
balance and then may wager
any or all of it, with the account being updated after
each race.
/
From 4:30 p.m. until 7
p.m., customers can wager
as little - as
7/
when the mutuel machines
•••"..stiss!..
g•• Nig.111‘.
Veers
.
open at the Downs, the
or
minimum transaction is $10.
more
$10,000 More
"Another change we made
EARN
S
permits the customer to bet
EARNS
up until post time for each
race," said King, adding
that the innovation hasn't
hurt attendance at the track.
• Service includes replacement of upper and lower
30 Month Variable
"We're exposing our pro182 Day Money
radiator hoses, bypass and heater hoses as needed.
Ceiling Certificate
duct to a new market. When
Market
Certificates
• Enjoy a big savings of $13.50 (regularly priced
Ittite Effective Tient Assi. 3rd —
people see the races on TV, it
Compositeded Deily for Aseivel Yield
arouses their curiosity and
at $53.50)
tan Main
Of 12.747%
they come to the Downs to
• Offer good until Aug. 1st, 1981
llsough Ada 3rd
Festers' Itegeletiea Requires A Soh
pick up some of the flavor of
stewed Peasiity isr Early Witiv
Federal Iteguialioa
driest Free Certificates
racing."
Prohibits C ompausdise
King said he hopes to
Just Soy'Charg.It
market
his system to other
any
a/
Use
Oseryt 7 ways to buy Our
OW11 Customer Credit Pion • MasterCard
tracks. "We have the pro• Una • Amortron Express Card • COift
granuning. We've worked
Blanche • Diners Club • Cash
04110e)iugtin the computer
sysm. Our deal is one perSAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
cent of the royalties."
King said it would be
130.1411miai1rompik----4rg"Mare irstrI9br
BIN
tracks signed up. But it could
LENDER
be terrific with 40 or 50. It
could be more than we make
at Louisville Downs."

Harness Racing

Call-A-Bet Means Big Bucks

REACH YOUR GOAL AT
THE END\Qum RAINBOW
\\\

$500

$40

-••

12.00%

GOODAEAR
SERVICE STORES

15.040%

HOME EDERAL
759-1a0 - Main Branch 1601 Broadway Paducah

•
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Farmers Hope Weather Will Discourage Mold Spread
producing counties became
By DIANA TAYLOR
convenient targets, Nesmith
. Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) said.
Counties east of a line
--- Kentucky's burley tobacco farmers are hoping the formed by Daviess, Ohio,
month of August will bring Butler, Logan and Todd are
weather which encourages receiving showers of spores
growth but discourages the carrying the di‘P$1.1P
All types of tobacco grown
spread of blue mold.
The
plant-destroying in Kentucky are susceptible
fungus robbed Kentucky to blue mold, and the condiburley producers of $100 tions the fungus needs to
million the past two seasons. develop are alarmingly
It has been found on more prevalent:
nighttime
than 2,000farms in at least 40 temperatures in the 70s and
counties this year, said Dr. 80s,daytime highs in the mid
Bill Nesmith, a plant 90s and surface moisture.
The disease apparently is
pathologist at the University
worsening in intensity as
of Kentucky.
"We're adding counties well as coverage, according
every hour," Nesmith said to reports coming to UK's
Monday. And farmers in College of Agriculture the
most Kentucky counties (the past few days.
Earlier reports cited spotexceptions are those in the
west) can expect to find ty blue mold problems. Now,
evidence of blue mold in entire fields are being afcoming days unless the fected by the disease.
"If a farmer is looking for
weather changes.
This year's infestation it, the first time he sees it, it
entered Kentucky in the is all over the field. Farmers
west, "the worst thing need to assume that spores
strategically that could have are landing in their fields,
happened" because the and they will have blue mold
state's major tobacco- if moisture exists."
•

By Abigail Van Buren

Boy Wants Girl As
Friend, Not as Family:;•••••

. •

DEAR ABBY: For two years I have been dating a man
who must be ashamed to take me home to meet his mother.
Although he has never told me this in sb -many words,4 am
sure it's true.
He didn't take me,to his niece's graduation ceremony
earlier this year.-Also, his'cousin got married and he didn't
invite me to the reception with him. Recently his brother's
girlfriend had a big birthday party for his brother, and he
went alone and told me about it afterward. These things
hurt me, but I didn't say anything.
When we first started dating, I introduced him to my
parents and invited him to all our family gatherings so he
could meet my _relative*.
•
I'm not a bad-looking girl. In fact, I'm coneidered goodlooking by quite a few. I have a nice figure(34-22-35)and I'm
very polite. Sometimes I think he's ashamed of me because
I'm raising a son from a previous relationship and I've
never been married. Please put me on the right track.
WONDER WHY
DEAR WONDER: Quit wondering and ask him.
However, the reason he's ashamed of you is less
important than the fact that he is. And unless he
overcomes that "shame," the "track" for you is the
one that leads out of his life.

DEAR ABBY: My mother and I are in total disagreement,
and here's why:
My brother and I are both married, and we each have two
young children. My mother bought my brother's kids
beautiful outfits for their birthdays, but for my kids, she
bought a couple of yards of material and told me to make
them outfits!
I thought this was very unfair and I told her so. She said it
wasn't unfair because my brother's wife doesn't sew and I
do. I'llleave it up to you and your readers, Abby. Do you
think this was fair? I like to sew,'but not that much.
DISAPPOINTED

Such moisture can be provided by rain,fog, dew or excessive irrigation.
Counties in the Wilderness
Trail, Fort Harrod and Lincoln Trail areas of the state
are experiencing the
heaviest spore production,
but "we expect new activity
soon in all areas except the
west," Nesmith said.
Some jarmers
harvesting their tobacco early after finding evidence of
the fungus. That is what
agriculture officials recommend, with a cautionary
note.

Blue mold continues to attack tobacco as it hangs in
curing barna if the plants are
not dead, or fully wilted,
when they are brought in
from the field, Nesmith said.
Nesmith is the national
coordinator for a blue-mold
alert system established last
year by agriculture officials
in tobacco-producing states.
Kentucky, he said, is having
more problems with the
disease this year than any
other state.
That apparently is the
result of farmers' reluctance
to treat plant beds this spr-

ing with Ftidomil, a bluemold preventative.
While some states recorded near 100 percent farmer
response to preventativepromotion efforts, only
about 30 percent of Kentucky's fanners made the
treatments this
year,
Nesmith said.
In addition to the bluemold threat, many burley
farmers have been struggling with weather-related
problems since the spring
and the crop "overall is in
only fair condition," said
Dave Williamson, statist-

Farmers, Others, Can Buy
1 Corn From Commodity Credit
Corporation Beginning July 27

clan with the Kentucky Crop
Is Livestock Reporting Service.
A wet spring delayed planting this year. And while
some farmers managed to
get their crops out, they saw
them washed away by torrential rains a few days
later.

Others opted to set their
tobacco despite the mud and
sun-damaged crops resulted,
Williamson said.
Now the tobacco, although
short, is ready to be topped
in many areas.

Farmers and other in- where stored plus 54 cents
terested persons will be per bushel carrying charges.
eligible to purchase corn
The minumum quantity
from the Commodity Credit that
will be considered for
Corporation starting July 27.
acceptance is 1,000 bushels.
Offers will be received and
The Agricultural Stabiliza- sales will be made on a first
tion and Conservation Com- come first served basis.
mittee, said the CCC will of- Interested persons should
fer corn for unrestricted use contact the county ASCS ofsale at market prices, but fice as soon as possible for
not less than the formula further details. The office is
price which is 115 percent of located in Bel-Air Shopping
the county loan rate for corn Center on South 12th Street.
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1931 PRICES

When Accompanied With Similar Garment At The Regular Prices

DEAR DISAPPOINTED: It wasn't fair, and your
disappointment was justified. Youngsters look forward to receiving birthday gifts, and a couple of
yards of material isn't nearly as much fun to unwrap
as a new outfit.
•••

DEAR ABBY: There is a question I have been wanting to
ask you for a long time.
What do you say when some idiot comes up to you, just
stands there and says, "Where have I seen you before?"
BUGGED IN BUM
DEAR BUGGED: I reply, "I don't know. Where
have you been?"
as.

DEAR ABBY:In response to FUNNY NAVEL:I am a 22year-old woman who also has an "outie"(a belly button that
sticks out). Mine is due to an umbilical hernia, which I was
born with. I used to be embarrassed to wear bikinis and
midriff tops because of people's rude comments,until-I came
up with a good line to shut them up.
When someone asks about my navel, I tell him I was born
jn otvenam IcE weal..and they tie the cord off differently over
there, so that everyone born in 0_ennany.haa belly_buttonlike mine.TcalI mine a `1German Outie."(You'd be surpriiid
at how rawly people want to go for a ride in it./
Actually, I'm glad to have a unique belly button. You've
heard of the Navel Academy, haven't you? Well, mine
dropped oat! OUTIE FOX IN MONTANA

(Wham Acceaspaaled With Sinner Garment At The Regular Price)

•••

Do you wish you had more friends? Get Abby's
booklet, "How to Be Popular; You're Never too
Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long, selfaddressed, stamped (35 cents) envelope to, Abby,
Popularity, 12060 Hawthorne ,Blvd., Suite 5000,
Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
***************************ia
*
*
For
:

all your Travel Reservations Call
.

Marjorie and Bill Major
7:53-0880
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
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Israel Charges Two More
Violations Of Cease-Fire
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) —
Isarael charged the Palestinians with two more violations of the cease-fire along
the Israeli-Lebanese border
today despite a report that a
radical guerrilla leader
agreed to observe the truce
after rejecting it earlier.
The Israeli military command said Palestinian guerrillas fired two rounds of
rockets,the first about dawn
and the second two hours
later, toward Kleiya, a south
Lebanese village occupied
by the forces of Israel's
Ltbanese Christian ally,

Maj.Saad Haddad.
It was the sixth such violation reported by Israel of the
cease-fire agreed to by it and
the Palestine Liberation
Organization last Friday
after two weeks of crossborder warfare in which
more than 450 Arabs and six
Israelis were reported killed.
The Israeli command said
its gunners did not return the
fire, and sources in northern
Israel said Haddad's men
also did not retaliate.
However, Israel Radio
reported a group of five

guerrillas infiltrated a zone
controlled by Nigerian
troops of the U.N.
peacekeeping force in south
Lebanon and opened fire
from there on some of Haddad's militiamen. The
radio's northern correepondent said the militiamen
returned the fire in self
defense," not in defiance of
the cease-fire.
In Beirut, meanwhile,
Palestinian sources reported
that PLO chief Yasser
Arafat met with Ahmed
Jebril, the head of the
Popular Front or the

their meeting Monday night
issued a joint statement saying they "reaffirmed complete unity of the position of
all Palestinian groups in the
military and political
spheres," the Palestinian
news agency WAFA
reported.
Palestinian sources, who
did not want to be identified,
said this meant Arafat and
Jebril had reconciled, and
the PFLP-GC would honor
the cease-fire.
Some radical elements of
the eight-faction PLO oppose
Arafat's willingness to accept a Palestinian state
made up of the Israelioccupied West Bank of Jordan and the Gaza Strip. They
want a Palestinian state that
State Department that "the includes the territory of the
cessation of hostilities seems state of Israel.
to be holding, and we would Arafat's supporters in
like to hope it is the beginn- _Beirut say he is strong
ing of a new, more peaceful enough to discipline the
period now."
ranks. Others say the radical
Evron also said he thought factions, mostly backed by
the F-16s should be delivered the tough anti-Israel
"as soon as possible."
regimes of Libya and Syria,
Defense Secretary Caspar could collapse the truce.
W. Weinberger said Monday In Washington, State
that a more permanent Department spokesman
cease-fire will have to be Dean Fischer said the
established in the Middle Reagan administration was
East if the United States is to optimistic that the cease-fire
resume F-16 deliveries.
would last.

Libderation of PalestineGeneral Command, and
Jebril agreed that his guerrillas would observe the
truce.
The PFLP-GC rejected the
cease-fire last weekend, contending that Arafat agreed
to it without consulting
leaders of the other guerrilla
groups in the PLO. It admitted responsibility for three of
the rocket attacks on northern Israeli towns and
Lebanese Christian villages
in south Lebanon since the
cease-fire.
Arafat and Jebril after

INCREDIBLE LUNCH
ONLY $2.99
Mini Pizza • Salad Bar • Soft Drink
Godfather's Pizza has a real deal
for lunch. Our incredible 6" Mini
Pizza, a trip to our salad bar, and
a soft drink all for $2.99. if you
think one of our mini pizzas isn't
enough for lunch, you've never
had a Godfather's Pizza.

F-16 Decision Due B Aug. 10
WASHINGTON (AP) — told reporters. "We are still spend some time with his
The Reagan administration hopeful and become increas- family before planning his
will give its go-ahead for ingly optimistic that the next step.
twice-delayed shipments of cease-fire will, in fact, take
After talking to Reagan,
F-16 jets to Israel within two hold."
Habib said the cease-fire
weeks if the cease-fire in
President Reagan met at could be "a first, important
Lebanon lasts, officials say.
the White House on Monday step on the road to greater
State
Department with his special Mideast en- calm and security in the
spokesman Dean Fischer voy, Philip C. Habib, who area. This will be indispensisaid Monday that a decision negotiated the cease-fire,on ble if future progress is to be
on ending the suspension will Friday.
made toward a broad and
be made by Aug. 10, the next
Habib told reporters that lasting peace in the Middle
scheduled F-16 delivery he probably will return to the East."
date.
Middle East, although he
Israel's U.S. ambassador,
Another official, who ask- wasn't sure when. Other Ephraim Evron, said after
ed not to be identified, had sources said he wanted to meeting with Habib at the
said earlier that if the ceasefire holds, Israel can expect
a favorable decision.
Meanwhile, optimism was
growing in the administration that the cease-fire would
last.
Fischer indicated that the
violations which have occurred are not a cause for
serious concern, suggesting
that neither Israel nor the , FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
returned to consumers in the
Palestine Liberation — Automobile problems conform of restitution and civil
Organization should see tinue to top the list of compenalties. Some of the 1980
them as sufficient cause to plaints recevied from Kencourt cages stemmed from
break the accord.
tuckians by the attorney complaints filed in previous
"I think it's hardly sur- generdl's office.
years.
prising that there are some
The attorney general's anBeshear said that 76 perinitial apparent violations of nual report on consumer afcent of the complaints were
the cease-fire in a matter as fairs, released Monday,
satisfactorily resolved, with
complex as this,". Fischer showed that auto difficulties
a majority of the other comtopped the complaints com- plaints being referred for inpiled by the consumer pro- vestigation and possible
tection division during 1980.
litigation.
New car complaints totalIn reporting on other aced 487 during the year, along tivities of his office during
with 422 complaints about 1980, Beshear reported:
car repairs and 142 comAn educational program
plaints concerning used car for senior citizens was
sales.
developed and workshops
There were also 65 com- were held in each of the 15
plaints
concerning Area Development Districts
automobile
insurance during the year.
among the 224 complaints
The consumer protecabout insurance.
tion division formulated a
The largest individual program in conjunction with
area of complaints concern- the Department for Human
ed mail order companies, Resources to distribute conwhere 526 were received.
sumer educational materals
Also receiving large to low-income people.
number of complaints were
The division received a
utilities, fitness clubs, ap- $28,000 federal grant for propliance and furniture sales duction of a consumer
4 and magazines and books.
catalog informing conThe total number of com- sumers of their rights and
plaints was up 15 percent obligations, how to purchase
over 1979 to 7,142.
goods and services, how to
Attorney General Steve solve problems and giving
Beshear reported that 88 specific referrals to agencies
cases were taken to court dealing with consumer proand more than $1 million was blems.

GiFdfather's Pizza®

Hwy. 641 Central Shopping Ctr. Murray,Ky.

•••1

Auto Problems
Top Attorney's
Complaint List

Starting
August 3
there will
be no
excuse for
overweight
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MAGNAVOX

Comes To
Paducah

...All The Features Of The Future
Yours To Enjoy Today!
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Model 8245 — Deluxe
Chromavueg
color
video sound camera
with electronic viewfinder f1.4 lens with 6X
power zoom (12mm72mm) 5 lbs.

Model 8340 — Special effects video
cas-

sette recorder 14 day/7 event
programmability
Picture Search in SP/LP/SLP •
Weekly event feature Automatic
rewind •
Transitional editing
Full-featured remote
control One hour power loss protecti
on •

Model 8372—A bright idea in video cassette recording. featuring an 11 lb., 6-hour
recording deck • 14 day/7 event program--• Inability - A weekly-eventfeature
Remote
_ control with trams-by-frame advance(SLP)
and still/pause (SLP)
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FREE

•Membership In Movie Club

Offer End. Aug 1st

Which Allows You To Rent Movies For Only S3 00 Each
(Choose from 500 Titles)

HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTEFIS
Murray,
(Across From Big K)

Open Daily
Till 7:00 P.M.

Nits, TN.
Wal-Mart Plaza)
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Mrs. Reagan Gives Preview Of Wedding Outfit Today
LONDON (AP) — Nancy
Reagan is giving the press a
preview of her outfit for the
royal wedding the day before
the event because "she
doesn't want to compete with
the bride," her press
secretary Sheila Tate says.
Mrs. Tate was to release
pictures today of the
costume America's first
lady will wear to St. Paul's
Cathedral Wednesday for
the marraige of Prince
Charles and Lady Diana
Spencer.
The Washington Post
reported Sunday that Mrs.
Reagan would wear a
salmon satin coatdress by
her favorite California
designer, James Galanos,
and a broadbrimmed hat.
The Post said Mrs. Tate,
when asked to confirm its
report, replied, "How did
you find out?"
Lady Diana has three
spare wedding gowns in
reserve in case hers is
revealed before the wedding.
But "Mrs. Reagan has only
one dress ready for the wedding," Mrs. Tate said.
The Washington Post said
she bought it some time ago
and saved it ''for a special
occasion."
Mrs. Reagan went to
Buckingham Palace Monday

1

night for a gala dinner and future daughter-in-law.
reception given by Queen
The 90 dinner guests inElizabeth II and Prince cluded King Olav V of NorPhilip for their son and way, Queen Margrethe II of

Penitentiary Corporal Visits Murray
Oregon Official'
Loves
'
South
By MATT SANDERS
News Editor
Often in employment, a
person may do something
he's never experienced
before — like eating catfish
and hush puppies for dinner.
Although it wasn't jobrelated, a recent trip to Kentucky on official business
enabled Robert Samples to
enjoy his first meal of such
local cuisine.
Samples, who happens to
be a cousin of Hee Haw star
Junior Samples, came to
Murray to extradict an
escapee arrested by the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Office.
Samples, a corporal in the
Oregon State Penitentiary,
Salem, maximum-security
prison located about 50 miles
south of Portland, said he
"loved" his first time in Kentucky and hoped to come
back under more pleasant
circumstances.

THE ACES
"We confess small faults,
in order to insinuate that we
have no great ones
--Rochefoucauld.
-

After South ran Off with
today's touch and go game,
West was quick to admit
that he might have found a
different lead. What he
didn't say was that he
missed an excellent chance
to beat the game even after
he made his normal lead.
North used a Jacoby
transfer bid to show five or
more spades and to force
South to bid the suit. After
North returned to three no
trump, South corrected to
four spades which became
the final contract.
West led a low heart to
declarer's jack and two
rounds of trumps were
drawn. Two top hearts were
cashed, dummy discarding a
diamond, and South exited
with a diamond. The defense
cashed two diamonds and
led a third round for dummy
to ruff and a low club was
led to declarer's king and
West's ace Declarer now
claimed since West had to
lead a club for a free finesse
or else offer a ruff and
discard.
"I could have beaten the
game had I divined to lead a
diamond," confessed West.
"We could have then taken
three diamonds and one club
for down one."
"We might have beaten
the hand anyway." corrected East. -All you had to do
was to keep from end-playing yourself by refusing to
take the ace of clubs."
Had West refused the ace
of clubs, declarer would
have crossed to dummy
with a low spade and led
another club from dummy.
East would have followed
4111I•

K
IRA G. CORN, JR.

NORTH
7-28-A
•10 9 8 4 2
4Q 7
.4i_Q 9 5
•10 9 4
WEST
EAST
•7 6
•J 5
49 5 3
410 8 6 4 2
•K 10 7 6
4J 8 6 2
A
SOUTH
41bA(Q3
•A K J
*8 3 2
4KQ5
Vulnerable: Both
South. The bidding:

Dealer:

South
2 NT
34
44

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
34
3 NT
Pass

Opening lead: Heart four

low and South would have
had to guess. If he finessed,
he would have had 10 tricks;
if he went up with his queen,
he would have been down
one.
Surely West's second fault
was greater than his first.
Bid with Coro
South holds:

7-28-B

J5
V 10 8 6 4 2
•A J 4
4A 73

North
I.
14

South
14

ANSWER: One no trump.
Worth another bid and one
no trump is more descriptive than either two clubs or
two hearts (a very bad
choice).
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P0 Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply
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TAKE THE
PICK OF
OUR GARDEN

•

Denmark and other heads of family and "friends of
state attending the wedding. friends,—
a
palace
The 1,500 reception guests spokesman said.
were friends of the royal
The president's wife got a

Known as a "utility man"
at the prison,Samples works
in almost all facets of the
prison by filling in for vacationing employees.
Back in Oregon, Samples
has been working in the
segregation division of the
prison. In segregation,
which includes about 75 or 80
of the prison's 1,359 population, prisoners are not allowed to have any privileges.
Whether in sAregation or
not, guards always have to
be on guard — mainly
because they are not
authorized to carry guns.
Samples, while sitting in
the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office waiting for
his prisoner, said inmates
have several methods of
making weapons.
One prisoner melted the
end of a styrofoam cup into a
point and, after it hardened,
it could be used as a knife.
Another prisoner also
made a knife by rubbing
down the end of a pork chop
bone.
Sometimes, a prisoner
mistakenly is given a steak
knife with his meal. Samples
said meals on served on steel
trays and, , normally,
plastic spoon is the only
utensil issued. All bones
usually are removed from
the meat.

With the variety of
backgrounds
among
prisoners, weapons can be
made rather easily in the
prison. And prisoners have
an excellent flow of communication throughout the
prison.
For those reasons,
shakedowns are held often.
Three tiers of 15 cells are
located in each side of a corridor. One guard is located
on each tier.
The outside walls are 37
Tee high all around the
facility. Eight towers are
located within the walls.
Towers also are located in
the center of the compound
and outside the gate.
A typical day at the prison
starts at 5:30 a.m. After
breakfast, prisoners go to
work lines or yard lines until
lunch. Following the noon
meal, it's back to the work
and yard lines.
After a count of the
prisoners, dinner is served
followed by yard activities.
Every third
night,
prisoners in various parts of
the prison are given television
and
telephone
privileges.
At 9p.m., prisoners return
to their cells. .
"It's just a .Job.
Somebody's got to do it."
But high walls and bars

LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) —
Neighbors Say a house fire
that killed a 2-year-old boy
would have caused more
deaths but for the heroics of
the boy's 18-year-old aunt.
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Timothy Howard was
buried Monday afternoon in
the Waco community of
Madison County. He died in
bed early Sunday when fire
destroyed his parents'frame
house in Lexington.

SAVE$11 5000

Lightning Kills Two
Daring Indian Dance

Freda Fritts of Waco, who
was visiting the family, suffered minor cuts and burns
while pushing another
SANTA CLARA PUEBLO,
to safety but was
nephew
N.M.(AP) — A bolt of lightnunable to get into Timothy's
dance
Indian
ing blasted an
bedroom, neighbors said.
ceremony, killing two
"The doorknob to his room
women and injuring six
was too hot to touch," said
other people, police said.
A 3-year-old girl suffered Howard Gaunce, whose
an eye injury but she and the father spotted the fire across
five others who were injured the street shortly after 6
were treated and released a.m."She tried to open it but
from Espanola Hospital, a couldn't."
hospital spokesman said.
Other neighbors said they
One woman, Martha Cody,
38, of Espanola, died at the heard Miss Fritts' screams,
scene Sunday and the other which awakened her sister,
woman, Ramona Tsepe, 35, Judy Howard, and brotherof Santa Clara Pueblo, died in-law, Bradley.
Miss Fritts had shared a
Monday at the Espanola
room with nephew Shannon
Hospital.
The Santa Clara Pueblo In- Howard,6.
dians were holding their
"She broke out a window
dance ceremony at the Puye with her hands. She couldn't
Cliffs area, an ar- find anything else," said
chaeological site.
another neighbor, Sandra
Lowery. "She was about to
push Shannon through the
window, but he ran from her.
"She had to chase him to
catch him. Her back was
burned and her feet. She cut
her hands, too," Mrs.
Lowery said.
Miss Fritts was treated at
University Hospital and
released. She and her sister
spent Sunday night with
76.99 Mrs. Lowery.
"They are doing fairly
.201,. S15.29
well today under the circumstances," said Mrs.
Lowery.

••

•

Copier-on
the blink?

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef
I.Chugs F.

.
,
ORIDA VACATION

Aunt's Fire Heroics Save
Life Of One Nephew

Frosty Acres
Baby Lima Beau
Frosty Acres
Purple HuB Pees
Frosty Acres
Okra(Breaded)
201b. $16.15
14 Lb. 4-1 Pure
Ground Beef.. .
.$20.51
Hamburger Steak 12 Lb.(24 Steaks)
$17.64
Choice(Whole (Cut Any Thickness)
Rib Eye
10-12 Lb. Avg. Lb. $4.19

Geerneteed Tender S

are not all of the prison. Softball and track are big sports
and recently concerts were
given by Barbara Manctrell
and Hoyt Axton.
Outside instructors supervise classes in drafting,
mechanics, woodworking
and welding.
A law enforcement
veteran of 12 years, Samples
previously was a deputy
sheriff and a narcotics officer.
His way of life must rub off
on others. Although she
doesn't like to think of the
risks in his job, his wife is
never far away. She works in
the prison.'s records department. 4

big cheer when the large
crowd outside the palace
gates spotted her limousine
driving through.
Before going to the palace,
Mrs. Reagan visited the
Royal Opera House to take in
the first act of a performance by the Dance Theater
of Harlem and went back
stage to talk to the New York
dance troupe.
"I'm sorry I can't stay for
the whole ballet, but I have
to go to the palace," she told
the dancers. "I hope you
understand."
The dancers murmured
"yes" and nodded their
heads.
The Reagan's son, Ron, is
a ballet dancer with Joffrey
II, another New York troupe.
Mrs. Reagan's schedule
today included a visit to the
Spastics Society, a 13-yearold training and educational
facility for cerebral palsy
victims. She had asked to
view such a training center
during her visit.

9

3

Better see the new—very
reliable—A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has all of the "most
wanted" features of machines costing 50% more
--including the versatility
to make 11" x 17" copies.
copy both sides, and use
most any kind of paper including overhead transparencies and labels
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Call us today.

"Only Federal Inspectild Meat Market In Murray."
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Brand new
and better
than ever!

It's RCA's newest XL-100 console
with the convenience of singleknob electronic varactor tuning.
You also get:
• RCA's 100% solid state
XtendedLife chassis—designed
for cool operation and lone life.
• Low power consumption—
actually uses less energy on
average than a 100-watt bulb.
• Automatic color control and
fleshtone correction.
• Super AccuColor black matrix
picture tube.
• Automatic fine tuning.
s.

Limited lime offer!

'57995

Thi
co!

car

$2
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RCA 131.gona- XL-100-'

Roommate® color TV

Brilliant color performance with XL-100 reliability
• RCA's unitized Xtendedlite chassis—designed for
outstanding performance, low power consumption
and long life—uses only 69 watts average power.
• Automatic color Control and Fleshtone Correction
• Automatic Fine Tuning (AFT) pinpoints and holds
the correct broadcast signal
• RCA's Super AccuFilter black matrix picture tube with
specially tinted phosphors helps keep the picture bright
and sharp.
• Automatic Contrast/Color Tracking

Brilllant color performance with XL-100 reliability
• RCA's unitized XtendedLife chassis—designed for
outstanding performance, low power consumption
and long life—uses only 69 watts average power.
• Automatic Color Control and Fleshtone Correction
• Automatic Contrast/Color Tracking
• RCA's Super AccuFilter black matrix picture tube with
sPecially tinted phosphors helps keep the picture bright
and sharp.
• Automatic Fine Tuning (AFT) pinpoints and holds
the correct broadcast signal.
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The Royal Weddingit,060 Yeari Of Monarchy

tool:

By BARRY RENFREW
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) — For
almost 1,000 years the kings
and queens of England have
survived wars and plots to
build a dynasty that has
defied history and become
the symbol of the nation.
While other royal houses
vanished in the face of

revolution and democracy, will be watching,
enthralled
the British crown survived or intrigued by a monarchy
as a constitutional monar- that has survived the often
chy, gathering a popularity stormy personalities of its
It often lacked in the days incumbents.
when kings, not Parliament, The 42 man and women
actually ruled.
who have held the throne in a
When Prince Charles mar- line that winds back to 1066
ries Lady Diana Spencer in have ranged from Charles I,
an outpouring of splondor on who was beheaded by his
July 29, much of the world subjects, and Edward III,

who pawned his crown to pay
a debt, to Henry V and
Elizabeth I, who were
among the greatest rulers of
history.
The royal family traces its
ancestry to William the Conqueror, a savage, illiterate
Norman warlord who invaded England and won the
throne at the Battle of

Hastings in 1066. A
notoriously greedy man,
William commissioned the
"Doomsday Book," a list of
his new kingdom's possessions.
The history of the English
throne evar the next 500
years is crowded with wars
and plots as factions fought
for power and the crown was

often a political football.
Henry II, who carved out a
kingdom that included half
of France, was ousted by his
sons and Edward II and Edward V were murdered.
It was during this period,
under King John in 1215,that
barons and the church rose
up to protest the monarch's
misuse of his power as a
feudal lord and demanded

guarantees of the rights of tury,the nation was ruled by
subjects in the most famous the four Georges, German
document of British con- princes who inherited the
stitutonal history,the Magna throne after the last of the
Carta.
Stuarts died childless.
Many medieval kings
Often charming and
could not speak English and distinguished, their line
spent most of their time in degenerated into insanity
France. Edward HI was one with George III, who once
of the first kings to learn mistook a tree for a foreign
English, 250 years after the ambassador, shook it by a
Norman conquest.
branch and discussed
In 1485 Henry VII came to foreign affairs.
the throne, defeating
It was George Ill's policies
Richard III, the hunchback that caused 13 colonies in
blamed for the death of his America to revolt in what
— spreading the same young
nephews who stood some English still call a
message in North Carolina,
between him and the throne. "supreme act of disloyalty."
Georgia, Florida, Tennessee
A dour, tightfisted
The height of British
and Louisiana
Welshman, Henry was to power in the last century
In efforts officially infound the Tudor dynasty. His coincided with the reign of
dependent of the White
flamboyant son Henry VIII Queen Victoria. As the
House but plotted by the
married six times, and British built a global empire,
president's political adviser,
Henry VIII's daughter, she gave her name to an age
Nofziger,
Lyn
the Elizabet
h I, saw her realm of enterprise and a code of
Republican National Comextended to North America morality that even kept
mittee and other groups
and the Far East.
piano legs covered lest they
began a media blitz.
The Tudors were replaced excite "unnatural passions.'
The Republican National
by the Stuarts, who believed
Victoria and the prudery
Committee is spending about
that they were chosen by of her times were followed
$250,000 to produce a 30God and could do what they by her son Edward VII,
second radio spot for broadwanted./he Stuarts' claims noted for the number of his
cast in Alabama, Arkansas,
led to war with Parliament, mistresses and the prowess
Florida,
Maryland,
the defeat of the royalists of his racing horses. But EdMichigan, Missouri,
and the beheading of Charles ward was also to set a patNevada, Ohio, Oklahoma,
I before a crowd of his cheer- tern for the modern monarPennsylvania, Tennessee,
ing subjects.
chy
by performing
Texas and Kentucky.
When Charles II, his ceremonial duties and putAnd the
National
younger brother, was invited ting a human face on the
Republican Congressional
return to the throne in 1660 machinery of state.
to
Committee also is spending
after a short-lived republic
Monarchs of this century
about $250,000 to purchase
under Oliver Cromwell, the have worked tirelessly at
time on seven national radio
rulers of England were to be this role.
networks. In one of the comvery
cautious in the handling
During World War H,
mercials, a Baltimore, Md.,
of their subjects. Power George VI was a leader seman advises: "Tell your
congressman to stop playing moved steadily into the cond only to Winston Churhands of Parliament.
chill. And in an age when
politics and vote for the
As
Britain
grew
into
Britain'
a
s power has vanishpresident's tax cut. That's
great imperial and mercan- ed, Elizabeth H has been one
whatI told mine."
tile power in the 18th cen- of its few sources of prestige.

White House Enlists Support Of Voters For Tax Cut Pla

WASHINGTON (AP) —
From the Oval Office to the
Deep South, on radio and
television
and
in
nesvgamers, the Reagan
White House is trying to
enlist the support of the
voters for the tax-cut battle
on Capitol Hill.
The intensive lobbying
campaign has found President Reagan talidng to the
nation, Vice President
George Bush and others
touring
Dixie
and
Republicans spending a halfmillion dollars on advertising.
The message is the same:
Call your congressman and
demand that he vote for
Reagan's tax cut.
"They need to hear from
you," Reagan said in his hedangly broadcast speech
Monday night, two days
before the tax showdown on
the floor of the Democraticcontrolled Howe. "I know
. that doesn't give you emuch

time, but a great deal is at
stake."

Reagan is not ignoring the
congressmen themselves.
He invited 15 to lunch at his
Camp David, Md.,retreat on
Sunday and • met with 16
more at the White House on
Monday. Additional sessions
were planned today.
But the major effort is con-

centrated on taking the administration's case directly
to the people.
"Everyone has been asked
to go out and help," s*id a
White House source, who
asked not to be identified.
Most of the intensive lobbying campaign is targeted
at a handful of Southern
states where the White
House hopes pressure from

n

constituents will sway
wavering congressmen. A
group of conservative
Southern Democrats voted
with the president on the
budget and he's trying to get
their votes again.
As part of that drive, Bush
spent Monday in Atlanta,
Austin, Texas, and Baton
Rouge, La., speaking out for

the administration's proposal to cut taxes 25 percent
over 33 months, starting Oct.
1, and asking his audiences
to contact their congressmen.
Alabama Gov. Fob James,
a Democrat, met with
Reagan at the White House
and then began a speaking
tour of his own — at the expense of Alabama taxpayers

Watt To Appeal Ruling Blocking Oil Lease Sale

LDS ANGELES (AP) —
Secretary of the Interior
James Watt vowed to take
his case to the U,S. Supreme
Court after a federal judge
blocked sale of 29 oil-drilling
leases off the California
coast.
"It is clear now that the
question will be decided by
the Supreme Court, and ...
the U.S. government will appeal," Watt said in
Washington after the decLsio
here Monday by U.S.

District Judge Mariana
Pfaelzer.
The decision appeared to
be a major setback for the
administration's program to
accelerate exploration for oil
in almost one billion acres of
coastal waters. The victors
were coastal states concerned about the environmental
impact of the projected fiveyear program.
The judge upheld a claim
by the state of California
that it had veto power over

offshore projects that directly affect its shoreline. She
issued an injunction preventing sale of leases for more
than 150,000 acres of Californij coastal waters, on whict
$220.6 million in bids already
have been received.
In a 35-minute or r;ling
the judge criticized Watt
saying he "clearly violate(
the spirit" of the Outer Cori
tinental Shelf Lands Act
because he gave only
"minimal" considerations to
objections raised by Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr.
and the state of California.
But the judge said Watt's
action did satisfy the act's

legal requirements, while
the plaintiffs had contended
it did not. The judge also rejected the state's claim that
Brown had violated two
other environmental laws.
The judge stayed the Injunction for 45 days, giving
both zhrs time to appeal. The
stay also allows the Interior
Department to hold the
8220.6 million in bids.
Brown, who ffted suit to
stop the lease saes, and an
environmental group both
called the ruling a "victory.'
A spokesman for Brown
said it was likely the state
would appeal the issues it
lost.

Royal Mating Game Not
Always A Free Choice

THE SPACE ABOVE IS THE SIZE OF A
U.S. POST CARD. IT WOULD COST A
RETAILER $936.00 TO MAIL A POST
CARD TO EACH FAMILY WHICH
RECEIVES THE LEDGER & TIMES
EACH DAY.
This does not take into consideration handling and printin
g
costs. You can run an ad the approximate size of the
post
card once a week with change in copy each week for
around
$21.00 or every week for about 34 weeks for
less than
mailing a post card one timel

LOOK AT THE ADVANTAGES:
*SMALL COST
*FREQUENCY OF ADVERTISING
*YOU HAVE GUARANTEED READERSHIP
*YOU CAN,ADVERTISE SPECIFIC ITEMS AT THE
TIME OF YOUR CHOICE!
*YOU CAN MEASURE RESULTS IMMEDIATELY
*YOU--CAN--1-NFORM---OLD- -AS—WELL=AS - NEW
CUSTOMERS ABOUT YOUR PRODUCTS-OR SERVICES. 'ADVERTISING MAY BE READ AT YOUR
CUSTOMER'S CONVENIENCE.
Your advertisement would be printed and delivered to over
7800 homes by our 27 carriers and route men. It would be
in
company with live, local news and would encourage people
to shop with you...increasing your sales and profits.
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By HUGH A.MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
LONDON (AP) — For
crown princes, princesses
royal, princesses of the blood
and others eligibly arrayed
in a direct line of descent
from William the Conqueror,
the Mating Game'as it is
played around Buckingham
Palace and Windsor Castle
has changed considerably.
If royal marriages are not
exactly made in heaven
these days, they are no
longer craftily contrived in
the gilt-filled back parlors of
power with the ruling
monarch and privy
counselors going over the
Europeao stud book to see
where the empire needed
bolstering.
Marrying at age 32, Prince
Charles looked the field over
carefully before deciding on
Lady Diana Spencer, the little girl from the estate next
door. She was born at Park
House just a silver spoon's
throw from his mother's
country house at Sandringham in Norfolk.
From the time he was old
enough to wave at the Ascot
crowds from a horse-drawn
coach, Charles's name was
linked with a number of lovely ladies including Lady
Jane Wellesley, Princess
Caroline of Monaco, Tricia
Nixon, Devine Sheffield,
Princess Marie-Astrid of
Luxembourg, Lady Sarah —
Diana's older sister — and
that smashing American
blonde from California who
looked so stunning on water
skis.
The matter of free chola
alone makes it a different
world for this the 21st Prince
of Wales since the title was
swiped from the Welsh in a
royal rumble in 1301. His

forebears were quite oftqn
spoken for before they spoke
their first words. Or quite
soon thereafter.
For example, his greatgrandfather, George V, in
1893, married princess Victoria Mary of Teck. She
originally was bethrothed to
his older brother, who died
the year before. Queen Victoria, as a 16-year-old
princess fell rapturously in
love with the handsome
Prince Albert of SaxeCoburg, who became her
Prince Consort. But the
Coburgs had been plotting
the match from the day he
was born.

R.N.- ICU/CCU
Full-time, day-night shift rotation. Experience
preferred but not required.
Extensive orientation program. New salary scale
in effect. Salary commensurate with experience.
12 hour shifts. Full employee benefit package.
G.N. starting salary - $7.65/hour.
Contact:

Caroline Christ, R.N.
Director of Nursing
Southeast Missouri Hospital
(314)451-5570

Equal Opportunity
Employer

A

1701 Lacey
Cape Girardeau,
Missouri 63701

SAVE — SAVE — SAVE!
D & T Warehouse Foods

'

You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town
Lynn Grove Large

20 Lb.

Eggs

Potatoes
$329

69'
Arnow Chicken

Vienna Sausage
5 oz.

Mac:tinteese

39'

$1.00

White aoed

George Jones Is
liming From Music
City To Texas
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
Entertainer George Jones
says he's country bound —
Texas country,that is.
Jones, the Country Music
Association's male vocalist
of the year, said Monday he
was leaving Nashville for Ft.
orth, returning to The
Music City only for recording dates.
"For good. Goin' to Fort
Worth," Jones said. "But
I'm going to leave in style."
Jaws, 48, who lap; year
overcame a drinking problem, said he will perform a
two-hour concert Wednesday
night at a local supper club
as his way of saying so long.
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To Begin Diana's Wedding Day
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By MARK S.SMITH
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP)- At 6:30
Wednesday morning, a maid
will tap on the door of a
bedroom at Clarence House,
the London residence of
Queen Mother Elizabeth, to
waken Lady Diana Spencer
for her wedding day.
At about 6:30 Wednesday
evening, the 20-year-old
bride and Prince Charles
will begin their honeymoon
at Broadlands, the country
estate of the late Earl
Mountbatten.
This is the plan for the
day:
6:30 a.m. - The knock on
the door. A maid places a
tray of toast and coffee on a
bedside table and draws
back the curtains. A scented
bath and then an appointment with hairdresser Kevin
Shanley.
Several hundred yards
away at Buckingham
Palace, the prince is
awakened.
8 a.m. - The bridal bou-

quet is delivered and
makeup artist Barbara Daly
goes to work. An hour later,
designers David and
Elizabeth Emanuel help
Diana into her silk wedding
gown and pictures of it are
released to the press.
At the palace, Charles, a
former royal navy officer,
dons his uniform.
9:45 a.m.- Diana is joined by her father, Earl
Spencer.
10:05 a.m. - The procession begins. Junior members
of the royal family leave St.
James's Palace - adjacent
to Clarence House - by car.
10:15 a.m. - Foreign
crowned heads of state leave
Buckingham Palace by
limousine, followed by the
five bridesmaids and two
pages.
Queen Elizabeth II and her
husband, Prince Philip, set
out in a "semi-state
postillion landau," escorted
by the 1st Battalion of the
Welsh Guards in plumed
hats and red coats. The 80-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Snake
4 Near
6 Smooths
11 Cost
13 Cylindrical
15 Artificial
language
16 Sew loosely
18 Chair
19 Slender finial
21 Roman road
22 Mr Asner
23 Agree
26 Secret agent
29 Leak through
31 Servant
33 Babylonian
deity
34 Conjunction
35 Guido's high
note
38 Hawaiian
wreath
39 Teutonic
deity
40 Three-toed
sloth
41 Dozes
46 Kong or
queen
45 Corded cloth
17 Hunting dog
50 Rupees:
Abbr.
52 So be
53 Nod
56 Single thing
58 Remains at
ease
60 Charlie's girl
61 Fall back
63 Seesaw
65 Species of
PePPor
66 Older: Abbr,
67 Oslo coin
DOWN
1 Land

measure
2 Store
3 NJ's neighbor
4 Once more
5 Trials
6 Without
end
7 Odin's
brother
8 Gaelic
9 Wants
1.0 As writtige:.
Mus.
12 RubicliOm
symbol
14 Latin
conjunction
17 Abound
20 Frost
24 Unlock
25 Stalemate
27 Equal
28 Distance
measure
29 Float in air
30 Great Lake
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32 Gams cubes
36- Vegas
37 Clothing
42 Identical
44 Priest's
vestment
46 Charge
48 Birds homes
49 Between:

Prot. 51 Let it stand
54 German river
55 Metal strand
56 Chaldean city
57 Bird's beak
59 Compass pt
82 Down. Pref
84 Preposition
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'IF A FOUL BALI. 15 HIT
BEHIND THIRD BASE,
THE SHORTSTOP'S PLAY!"

year-old queen mother
leaves Clarence House in a
carriage with Charles'
youngest brother, Prince
Edward,17.
10:30 a.m.- Charles steps
into the 1902 red state landau, escorted by the
Household Cavalry. At the
same time, Diana and her
father enter the gleaming
glass coach.
10:40 a.m. - The lord
mayor of London leads the
procession up the steps of St.
Paul's. Diana walks up the
aisle to Jeremiah Clarke's
"Trumpet Voluntary."
11 a.m. - The service
begins.
Charles Philip Arthur
George and Diana FranCes
exchange vows.
Charles' "supporter," his
brother Prince Andrew, 21,

produces the ring. It is placed on Diana's finger and
Runcie declares: "I pronounce that they be man and
wife together."
The service ends with R uncie's "amen" and the singing of the national anthem,
"God Save The Queen."

,••••

AS REQUIRED BY STATE LAW, THIS
NOTICE INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
Tax Rate per 8100
Assessed Valuation
(1) Preceeding Year Tax Rate
and Revenue Produced
.358
(2)Tax Rate Proposed for Current
Year and Expected Revenue

4 p.m. - After a wedding
breakfast for 100 guests, the
couple leaves for Romsey,,
Hampshire, and the Mountbatten estate nearby.

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
- Tennessee Valley Authority negotiators were set to
reply today to a union request on forming committees for resolving disputes in
a contract renewal for 17,500
white collar workers who
face losing a 28-year contract.
TVA chief negotiator Tom
Addington said Monday
night he previously has supported committee work for

• •••

JUST FOLLOW ME

'M GOING THERE
MYSELF

(CAN YOU
TELL ME
HOW TO
GET TO
THE
LIBRARY?

HERE COMES THE
GENERAL!LOOK
BUSY!

YOU DON'T LOOK AS BUSY
WHEN YOU'RE BUSY AS
YOU PO WHEN YOU'RE

ThyttiG TO LOOK BUSY

I DON'T PAY FOR MEALS
I cor-r HAVE
A CHANCE OF
GETTING
INDIGESTION
FROM

WHAT 15 II WITH
IPES c SHE WAS

WA81+5
00'
trENTLE.,

Revenue
Expected
450,714.82

465,066.15

.376

(3)Compensating Tax Rate
and Expected Revenue
.361
(4) Revenue Expected from
New Property
(5)Revenue Expected from
Personal Property

TVA Negotiators Set To
Reply To Union Request

sett)

6. Help Wanted

PURSUANT TO KRS 132.027, AS ENACTED
BY THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY
EXTRAORDINARY SF&SION OF 1979, THE
CITY OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY, WILL
HOLD A PUBLIC HEARING ON TUESDAY,
AUG, 4,.19151, AT 5:15 P.M. IN THE COUNCIL
CHAMBERS, CITY HALL BUILDING, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO HEAR COMMENTS
FROM THE PUBLIC REGARDING PROPOSED 1981 TAX RATES ON REAL PROPERTY.

The newlyweds appear on
the balcony and wave.

they will end the contract on
that date if there is no agreement.
The other four unions have
not organized a strike vote,
illegal at TVA and other
federal agencies.
TVA is exempt from laws
governing labor relations,
including recognition of intervention by a federal
mediator to reach an accord.
The utility gained its exemption_ from Congress by
ironing out details of verbal displaying a record of good
agreements reached in prin- labor relations.
ciple at the bargaining table.
McCusker says TVA
But no agreement on any altered its annual pay
issue has been reached since survey to produce results it
they began barg#ining last wanted.
month with leaders of five
White collar workers
unions. The talks, held each represented by the contract
year to update a contract talks earn between $8,305 for
signed in 1953, usually end entry-level clerks to $36,650
within a week.
for top-scale engineers. The
"They have not made any contract also covers nuclear
changes whatsoever," union plant security guards and
business agent Jack Mc- secretaries.
Cusker told reporters after
TVA's offer Monday would
the union panel offered com- set back the entry-level
mittee work as a way to clerk's pay for new workers
reach an agreement. They to $8,015 while raising the top
rejected a TVA offer made scale for engineers to
earlier Monday.
$38,210. TVA also refused to
McCusker is a staff rescind its demand to lessen
employee of the Office and the role of seniority in proProfessional Employees In- motions.
ternational Union, whose
The utility serves TenTVA local of 5,767 members nessee and parts of Kenhas planned a vote beginning tucky, North Carolina,
Friday to authorize a strike Georgia, Alabama, Virginia
Sept. 1. TVA officials say and Mississippi.

1. Legal Notice

NOTICE OF
PUBLIC HEARING

12:10 p.m. - The procession back to Buckingham
Palace begins, the newlywed
prince and princess of Wales
leading the way.
1 p.m. - The crowd lining
the mall is allowed to surge
forward to the palace gates.

THERE ALSO MAY BE
THAT'S
EARTHQUAKES
ERI64TENI46
SOME FLOODS 0
AO!
-410`

rrs

1. Leolliotice

446,512.98
2,957.62

160,168.58

THE CITY OF MURRAY PROPOSES TO EXCEED THE COMPENSATING TAX RATE BY
LEVYING A PROPOSED TAX RATE OF .381
(SHOWN IN (2) ABOVE) WHICH WILL BE
SPENT IN THE FOLLOWING GENERAL
AREAS OF CITY GOVERNMENT:
GENERAL GOVERNMENT, POLICE AND
FIRE PROTECTION.
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY
HAS REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF THIS
ADVERTISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN.
MELVIN B.HENLEY,MAYOR
CITY OF MURRAY,KY
PUBLISHED 7/21/81 and
.
7/28/81

2. Notice

2. Notice

We hone Tiny Tot
packages for babtes end
thildren Call us

N

Carter Studio
300 Main

FOR RENT
House in county,
couples only,
references required, $100 deposit
and $125 rent. Call
7534924.

I

753 8298

WANT TO
BUY
Poker Table. Cal
436-2596 after 6,
ask for David.

,•.,•II
.
.

7WW
.
4•
:

Duty
4-Heavy
Lifetime Shocks
Installed
" Only $49.00

FOR SALE
1974 Yamaha DT 100
dirt Mo. Rebuilt
motor. Rods only
summit to sot rings
since roboildlos
motor. $125.00. Call
436-5360.
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for.
1. Legal Notice
$.2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
20. Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
31. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
X For Rent Or Lem
17. Liyestock-Supplies
31 Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Pubticiate 42. Nome Loans
43. Real Estate
U. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
44. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
41. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted
Fast dependable form
and truck tire service
753 8500
Call
Economy Tire & Ser
e

FOR SALE
1917 Nash SSA Fier
IL Skeet Mite. Nes Ilos
ries MA rest,
tort Mkt We-

Now

1

ECONOMY TIRE
Et SERVICE
53
0.,.....64
e.;8500

Charlie Brown Play School,
1617 W. Olive. Daily, $5.50
or hourly, $1.00. Call
753-7359.

CIAL
A 14 Kt. GP chain will
be given away FREE-

with the purchase of
any boot or shoe.
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
Nye* Skop*, Caster.
Opse a.m. te 9 p.m.
7 • 11

Roger Hudson now has a
good selection of concrete
pottery In stock. Call
753-4545 or come by and
see. 10 miles East on Hwy
94.

General news reporter,
must have journalist training and background
knowledge of all high
school sports and camera
equipment Call 1-5273162
Help Wanted, Programer
Analyst. Minimum 1 year
experience, in RPG2 on
System 34. Moderate travel,
nationwide desireable.
Fringes and incentives are
excellent, salary negotiable.
Send confidential resume
to Tomorrow Systems. Inc.,
P.O. Box 31, Paris, TN
38242.
Needed a baby sitter for a
teacher starting Aug 20th
Call between 5 - 8 pm
759-1831
Needed, experienced CleanUp man. Call 753-1840.
Need part time baby sitter
for infant in my home Call
759-4486
RN wanted, basic medical
and surgical care. Competitive salary, good benefits.
Apply, Marshal County
Hospital, Benton, KY.
OMEMAKERSZ! Lam via cash! Work your own
ours. MERRI.MAC
weds several dealers in
r area to offer our
e of toys, gifts and
me decor items on
e party Plan- High
ommissions. No inestment, delivering or
collecting. Car and
one needed. Also
parties. Cal toll
we: 1-800.553-9077, or
rite: MERRI-MAC, 801
ackson
Street,
by. ,Iowa 52001.

Teachers need babysater.
Call answering service,
753-3315
Wanted sitter in my home
for 2 children, 7:30 - 3:30,
Monday thru Friday. To
begin August 19th. Call
753-0372.

1. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

9.Situation Wanted
I will babysit in my home.'
next to Robinson School,
from when school is out
until they are picked up.
Call 753-4416.
Wanted: Signs to paint;
reasonable rates. For more
information, call 437-4983.
Will babysit evenings and.,
weekends. 795-1139.
Will do labor work. $3.50
per hour. Call 437-4372.
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.

AVON
Christmas selling starts in
August. Start to make
money now. Call 753-5750,
Murray, or 443-3366.
Paducah.
12.

iiiii

PAFA INSURANC CO.

JIM FAIN
AGENT

FOR RENT

15. Articles For Sale
ekeurvree"
Complete Engine
Tulle Up 4-6 8 C .•
TunCO
•
:.Now $35.00
ECONOMY TIRE
Et SERVICE
•

r

753 8500

F.A sale. Restaurant sun
plies. Paper products
dishes, glasses, platters.
lots of miscellaneous. Call
436-5525 after noon.
Oregon chain saw chains
3/8" pitch For 16" bar
$7.99, or 20" bar, $8.99
Wallin Hardware
Tomato juicer, Victorian
200. No peeling, coring or
cooking; does a bushel in
30 minutes, $23.99. Berry
screen or grape spiral.
$6.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

16. Home
FurnishinpFrigadaire dryer in good
condition. Call 492-8897.
Tappan gas range, excellent
condition. 759-1607 after 5
pm.
Vinyl wall paper Buy-Out. In
stock values to $13.95,
single roll, now $4.99
single roll, while it lasts
"The Sherwin Williams
Company.
Washer and dryer, $100 for
both. Call 753-9786. If no
answer, 753-3940.

19. Farm
Equipment
Super A Farmall tractor.
Plow., cultivators, hair,
mower, disc, and blade.
Good tires, new paint. Call
after 7. 901-587-6521.

20. Sports
Equipment
The Pistol Peopte-. Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration orjed tape in
Kentucky. uddritry Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164111. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
ODYSSEY 2
The Also fame that
beet Alan, la stack
wed as display at:

CLAYTON'S
(Across fres U,K)
Fender Telecaster, thin line
electric guitar; Fender
super reverb amplifier, 200
watts, 4 ten inch speakers.
Ace Tone electronic rhythm,
16 different, automatic, all
in good condition. $800
firm. Call 759-9353 after 5
pm.

23. Exterminating

10. Business
Opportunity

Mee }gnashed 14artmeet
fer 1 NI Gauge'Irk close
te teepee. GI 753-51163
deys ar 753-3151 Utter 6

Come,to see us at our new

location. We have name
brantithletic shoes at new
low prices. Few school
shoes, also some boat
shoes; many other bargains
Hardin Discount Shoes
across_._Ithm Church of
Christ -clor:Wittans
Hardin, KY

Kelley's Tennit
8, Pest Control
PM.MI 3511

• 24. Miscellaneous
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt. 6, Box 325 (lrvan Cobb
Rd.). Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.
Peaches for sale $10 -a
bushel Call 436-5427
1-bucket and frame, $140.
21,000 BTU air conditoner,
$180. Call 759-1322.

26.TV-Radio
Varmit base linear. XL-150
with side band and A.M.
with GTX 5000 base, with
Turner desk mike. Good
condition, $150. alt 7536416 after 5 p.m.

Taking orders for fried pies
436-5525 after noon

PECIAL
THIS WEEK

Money Saving Sale

Steins 3110 D/ A
Automatic Pistol
$195.00

While It Lasts

Said &
Over
Pawls Sleep
af•
e.a tellp.er
113-7113

S. Lost & Found
Lost Male black Labrador.
9 months old. Answers to
name "Freed" Lost in
vicinity of 15th and MINT
Reward offered, call 753-

e

rad. 34111 miss on
P. 611116. Cd 4365364.

15. Articles For Sale

Reward for tan quilted
nylon ladies bag, contains
wallet, books Call 1530211.
.1

41t

12 ft aikido frau carpet marry can . . $1.99 & 2.99 SI. yd.
12 ft short sisal lot rubber lad
$3.95 se. yd.
12 ft short defame jote bad
$3.95 sv. td
lilt & 15I1 robbot bad commercial tweed .. $3.29 s4. yd.
12 It kith's 'rioted carpet many colors
53.95 se. pit
12 ft Hi.le shoo marl colors & styles . . . . y$5styd.
lift buoy piesh shams
way styles coisrs
Ires $130 le 59.95 SO. rt
Compare Is carpet sell* at twice the price
&fed leam pad
soly S1.00 so. yd.
We lave whet we advertise

,..__IaschallItSon„,_.
el Safi d Nem, Ky. et 611 Sat ION sa. Nip.L
d. 911.4911%3
2% d sale pito kw cash mem. Chios ast"Mod

2

•

•••
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ZIE
26.1V-Radio
MANCE INN OH (rer
samidy payments)
liameul
Mourns:
Nem color TV's.
Two
microwave
mom

CLAYTONS
753-7575
21. Mobile Homes
For Rent

34. Houses For Rent 43. Real

All electric apartment near
University. Ideal for 2 girls.
Utilities furnished, $170
per month. Call 753-9829.
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109, or 436-2844
Top quality 2 bedroom
duplex, central heat and
air, dishwasher, stove,
refrigerator. Energy efficient. Call 753-6291.
Two Bdrm. duplex in
Westwood Subdivision. Dishwasher, stove, refrig.,
disposal. Very energy efficient $250 month. Available Aug. 1st. Ph. 753-3742
or 305-792-5565.
Two bedroom apartments in
attractive setting, carpeted,
central heat and air,
kitchen appliances furnished, washer/dryer hook
up. 753-7550, or 753-7559.
33. Rooms for Rent
Furnished room for rent. 1
block from MSU. Living
room, kitchen, and laundry
facilities available. Wall to
wall carpet. Boys only. $50
per month. Phone 7594538.
Room and board for 2
people at A-14, Fox
Meadows, $300 for both,
$150 each. Call 753-2219.
Rooms for rent, one block
from University. Call 7531812 or 753-6933.

Panorama Shores, Lake
front house, private boat
ramp tw bedroom, utility
room, garage, kitchen
appliances furnished Deposit and references required. 436-2484.
Three bedroom, newly
decorated, garden space,
double garage, furnished or
unfurnished, air conditioner, Call 753-5209 or
753-2876.
Three bedroom house near
Ky lake, completely furnished. Includes washer
and dryer $200. Deposit
required. 753-8964 after 5
pm.

Goodyear
Service Store
Sixth 12th St. Murray, Ky.
Stock Reduction-MI
Tires 141ust Be Sold
wait Type
Price FET
Silt

12/15511113 Tisapeledial
30195151114 Timpelediel
12-112515115 Tiempolediel
P21575114 Timoolediel
9-P21575115 ramielefiel
1l4'11575215 Tieapoltadiel
13-P11511113 Tiemieloilel
W23575115 Timm1.id
Arrive AllSoeses Radial
1P19575114 Arrive NMI
5-P12575115 Arrive tidal
15-P21515115 Arrive Itediel
12-P21515115 Arrive WWI
12-P11511113 krill teal
Pryer Steak 4 Ply Pelyesier
114-11-13 how Streak WV
641113 Prow Sired WV
124415 Pwer Sired tb/W
t24/1-15 Pew Sired 11/1111
641415 Prim Steak WI
6411-15 Poser Skeet WTI
0041F 1,000 olher tires

l

31E

32. Apts. For Rent

12x50' all electric mobile
home, 2 miles east of
Murray. $130 per month
rent, $100 deposit. Call
Z53-9829.
12x65' house trailer, 2
bedrooms, $150; in
country, 4 miles out. 2
Bedroom, in town, '$145.
Call 759-4592.
Completely furnished 2
bdrm. mobile home 24
miles east of town. $110
per month, deposit. Coleman Real Estate. 753-9898.
Double wide 24x60, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, spacious
living and dining area. Gas
appliances. New Concord
area. 436-2676.
For sale or rent, 2 bedroom
furnished trailer. Nice,
$3300. Phone 753-5750.
Trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court.
34. Houses For Rent
Two bedroom trailer near 2 B.R. house, unfurnished
Murray, no pets. Call large living room, carpet,
489-2611.
fireplace, gas heat, $200
per month 713 Elm. Call
29. Heating-Cooling 753-9228 after 5 PM.
27,000 BTU Admiral air- 2 or 3 bedroom house;
conditioner, $200. 753- air-conditioning, gas heat,
7.151.
garden space. Couples
We reimir and clean .preferred. $165 per month.
air-conditioners. We also Call 753-6931.
buy used aiL-conditioners. 3 Bedroom house newly
Dill's Electric, 753-9104.
decorated; air-conditioners,
garden spot. No pets. Four
-MTAF
usm301
-is miles west of Murray, $225
enta
per month. Call 753-4406
or
435-4119.
Mal
3
Bedroom, 2 bath brick
Wombs's'
home; stove, refrigerator,
Storage Spots
a.c.. and w/d hook-up.
For Rost
Newly decorated. Walk to
MSU campus. Lease and
75$
security deposit required.
gommerical building in a Call 753-1995 or (901)683industrail area along 7310, 9 am til noon.
Itailrod ave. has 1400 sq ft 4 miles south, $125 month,
fenced in lot with gate. For references and deposit
rent $150 per month. Lease required. Call 753-6753.
required. Call 753-9400.
All electric unfurnished 3
32. Apts. For Rent
bedroom home, extra nice.
2 Bdrm. apart furnished or $250 per month, deposit
unfurn. New carpet Adults, required. No pets. Call
no pets. Lease and deposit 753-9829.
required. Call 753-9208 at. For rent, 3 bedroom, 2 bath
4 p.m.
house. Suitable for 3
Efficiency apartment. $120 students; $100 each, plus
per month, $120 deposit deposit. 6 miles from
Murray and 2 miles from
Call 753-9829.
lake. 436-2240, 436-5455.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
apartment. All kitchen Four bedroom, two baths,
appliances,
plus lots of cabinets, heat
washer/dryer furnished. No pump, near MSU. Call
7535791 or 759-1074 or
pets. 753-0814.
753-2649.
Furnished Apartments, efficiency, one or two House partly furnished on
bedrooms. Also sleeping Ky lake. $115 per month
rooms. Zimmerman Apart- plus deposit. Call
ments, South 16th. 753- 753-6123.
6609.
Large house, near UniversFurnished one bedroom ity. Has upstairs apartment
Apartment in lake front that could be sublet. If
house with private boat interested call 753-5870.
ramp, Panorama Shores. Nice 6 room house, garage,
Deposit and references on shady lot, quiet area.
required. 436-2484.
Call 753-1862.

•

MAL

39.11
WA
NA
65.11
64N
6311
NA
15.11

151
2.23
2.1f
2.49
242
246
135
215

6.5.11
15.11
NA
61.11
59.11

213
2.19
242
2.46
155

TM
25.11
3341
35.11
31.N
WM

IN
1.51
221
236
251
2.14

to does.frog at 111%

ater cost.

Prufesssonal Services
With The Fnendly Touch"
FIVE MINUTES
FROM
CITY!!
This is a real buy-3
B.R., 2 bath, B.V.
home, entry hall,
great room with
fireplace, central
heat and air,carport.
A lot of quality, ideal
room arrangement
for family living.
This house is priced
to sell at $42,900.

P ANORAMA
S HORES
Waterfront home,
wooded lot, 3 B.R., 2
baths, 1 car garage,
spacibus livingdining
room,
cathedral ceiling,
glassed wall for lovely Lakeview. Electric
wall heat, central
air, (Basement level
bedroom, bath incomplete.) Large
deck, screened. A
bargain at$36,500

For Lease

AKC Boger puppey Male.
Call 753-047.
AAC German Shepherd
puppies 28 champions in 5
generations. Also registered
Eskimo Spitz puppies.
502-554-2153.

753-8080
Welcome to "Open House"
Thursday July 30th at 1615
Hamilton. 42S- financing
available on good two
bedroom house near MSU.
Only $21,500. C.O. Bondurant Realty 753-3460.

aaato
753-1222

41. Pubic Sale

JUST COMPLETED
And ready for a new
owner.
Three
bedrooms, great
room, three full
baths, very attractive kitchen, large
utility room laid twd
car garage. Located
in new development
adjacent
to
Gatesborough.
mediate possession
and priced in the
560's. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty,for
all the information.

Moving Sale: We have
moved and are having a
sale. Lots of clothes and
odds and ends. Take 641 S.
to Tom Taylor Rd.; we are 2
-miles on the right. Or, go to
Midway, tarn West. go 2
miles, turn right, we are the
first house on the left. The
sale is Monday, 27th,
through Friday, 30th, from
8 AM til 7 PM daily.
Moving sale. TV, stereo, atcleanout, garden plow,
some chickens and blocks
left, plaster art molds, lots
more. Kirksey 489-2330.

NEW LISTINGCANTERBURY
Neat and attractive 4
bedroom, 2/
1
2 bath
home with den,living
room and formal dining room. Tastefully
decorated home and
beautifully
landaped lawn. Garage
converted
to
ameroom. Offered
n mid 570's through
opperud Realty,711
Main Street.

43. Real Estate
Appraisela - Canacuing - Management
and Saks.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894
Hemmed In? The open
spaciousness of this one
floor plan makes the kitchen, dining area, and living room practically one
huge room with beamed
cathedral ceiling and indirect lighting. The 3
bedrooms are in a quiet
separate wing. Add 1 and
% baths. This home has an
assumable loan...priced in
the low 40's. Call 7531492...0ffered by Century
21 Loretta lobs, Realtors.

I

Building lot, 1%
coxes. Reduced for
quick sole. Owner
leaving town.
flassi WaWrop

Owl beat.
mob Ws

& ROM R TT MANAGE ME NT

43. Real Estate

49. Used Cars

Therm=
es•rnmcs
Reel Isms
Seedsside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
792-44.91

LIVE AND LEARN
hree bedroom brick
tome in excellent
ondition on qinet,
to-outlet strVear
,
tal,
he
s and
Sesity. Let the
upstairs 2-bedroom
help
apartment
make your mortage
payments. Home is
eat as a pin, and
priced to sell. Low
's. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty.
ATTRACTIVE
ASSUMABLE LOAN
Quality, beauty and
convenience are a
few of the adjectives
that describe this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home, less than 3
years old. Home is
sparkling clean and
features a family
room, fireplace with
wood stove, heat
pump and centre
air. Located 1 ma
north of Coldwa
on 121 North in th
Ben DeField Subdivi
sion. Priced a
$44,500 through Ko
perud realty, 711
-Main Street. Look fo
our-sod,- white,
signs-blue
Everywhere!
Horse County: 10. acres or
park your mobile home and
enjoy this country setting.
Acreage completely fenced,
well and septic included...convenient location between Mayfield and
Murray. Take a look today.
Offer by CENTURY 21,
Loretta Jobs, Realtors...7531492.

753-122
FIWt UVWIIG

CABIN IN THE
WOODS'
e of the newest
orals of home contruction today is
lso one of the oldest.
why thousands of
home buyers are turning to the comfort
and economy of log
homes. Located only
minutes from town
and features three
bedrooms,two baths,
fully equipped kitchen and great room.
Phone 753-1222, for
full-time Real Estate
Service.
QUALITY SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF
Recently listed 3
bedroom brick home
on large, beautifully
landscaped lot in exc e Ilent
neighborhood.
Features include liv,
ing room wit
fireplace, indirec
lighting and built-in
music system, formal dining room,
family room an
extra-Large two-ca
garage. Home has
been
recently
✓ edecorated
throughout. Priced
the 110's. Price j
reduced 24500.
753-1222 for all
ils.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. r Am.'s frau Cwomomity Com.)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

BARGAINS

7.10-1111/110

road, on school bus route.
Borders lake for 50 ft. Land
is roiling and has a plum
tree. Home is in good condition throughout and comes
with 1-4 baths, 2 bedrooms,
16-ft. kitchen with range and
refrigerator, 16-ft. living
room, family room, panelsome hardwood floors,
electric and wood heat, wall
unit air conditioner, community water. Woodstove,
TV tower and rotor, washer
and dryer are included in
the price. Attached storage
building. 631,500 and y
awn.

&Noway.l&NANM 42071

mes Don't Lie. $8.80 per
sq. ft. makes this 2500 sq.
ft. house the best buy in
town. House is unfinished
so you can add your own
personal touches and
decorating ideas See this
today. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.

Lake front cottage.
Four rooms and both.
located on main lake,
deep water.
Also
Three bedroom home,
carport and garoge
located 113 miles
west, with or without
ocreoge. Make Offer.

MAKE THIS HOUSE YOUR
HOME - No.
ACRE WL Fronts paved

Strout Realty
al. I. impoi(eLamiwr
!
1,12 CaMvf•ter

799-17117

••

COME IN TODAY

BOYD-MAJORSi
REAL ESTATE
7534010

36. For Rent Or

38. Pits-Supplies

43. Real Estaie

10(

Two Bedroom brick house
near University. New inside,
married couples, no pets
Available. 753-3942.
Two-bedroom unfurnished
house. Married couple, no
pets, gas heat. 759-4401.
Two-story, 4 bedroom, 2
bath home with full
basement. 207 S. 12th.
$350 per month. References and deposit. Call
Betty at 753-3882, days, or
753-5643, nights.

Extra nice 3 bedroom house
located in Murray, $495 per
month. Security deposit
and 1 year lease required,
no pets. Call 436-2935 or
753-0839.
For Lease: 2 Bdrm duplex
apartments.. Central heat/air, carpets:Man and wife,
or lady teachei. Call
492-8850, or 753-8067.

-te

3E 30

•

1,639 ocre Tenpessee farm 31/i miles east of
Hazel, Kentucky, with about 1,000 acres in
cultivation and boionce in good growing timber.
Has fine 3 bedroom home and other in,provements. May be.subdivided.

1975 Mercury Bob Cat, 6
cylinder, automatic. I 7
m.p.g. city. Extra mcc Call
492-8897.
1975 Triumph Spitfire
convertible Nice condition,
well kept, many new parts,
U.Lots For Sale
$2700. 753-8425.
One lot for sale, 140 ft x 1916 Ford Torino, 2 door,
140 ft Close to Kentucky excellent condition. Call
Lake. Call 153-8810.
492-8865.
45. Farms For Sale 1976 LTD, 2 door, white, 44
Take your pick dose in sr blue top, blue interior.
fax out-Hobby Farm close to $1300. 753-0576
town with good 3 BR home, 1977 Chevrolet Chevette, 2
concrete block garage, door hatchback, 45,000
several outbuildings, 300 actual miles, 4 speed. Air.
ft road frontage on major new tires, nice. Call
highway
753-9181 or 753-8124.
OR
Mustang, ac, pb,AM
1971
Working man's farm at the
Stereo,
8 cly. new tires,
Fm
end of county road
753-4376
maintenance. 3 BR home, 2 $3,200. Call
before
2
pm.
fireplaces, 8 stall stock
barn, 3600 stick tobacco 1979 4 door Chevette,
barn, one acre tabacco excellent condition. $5000
base. (Attention Mrs. A, this Call 767-2555.
is the most remote farm in
19711 Cmants, ales
the county.) Call Spann
comities, runs grant,
Realty Associates, 7537724.
AM radio, power
46. Homes For Sale st•ariag, power
brakes, sir, strtanntic
5 Room house with large
305 VI, 24 plus mpg.
lot, outbuilding, fruit trees.
bigimay, 17 city, Now
In Stella. Call 753-3724
tiros, mow brakes,
after 5 p.m.
map. $4200.00 or
6 Room frame house near
ransmasMa offer.
best
hospital. Priced to sell.
753-4014.
753-2354.

L

Brick house in Coldwater,
3 bedroom, 2 bath, living
room and den, 2 car garage,
on large lot $49,900. Call
753-2493 or 489-2145.
Brick house, 2 yrs. old. 3
bdrms.72-baths, formal
dinning room, large den, 2
car garage, concrete drive,
large patio; house has many
extras. Owner will consider
financing, see at 1809
Wiswell Rd. or call 7530839 or 436-2935.
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive,
BV with 1400 plus sq. ft.
living area, fully carpeted, 3
bedrooms, built-in kitchen
and family room combination, living room, utility,
one large bath, lots of
storage. Low $40's. Call
753-9818. Must see to
appreciate.
For sale by owner, six room
brick house. 2 bedrooms,
garage, on corner lot,
78x187'. In quiet residential neighborhood.
Walking distance to shopping center. Call 753-1276.
For sale by owner: Attractive 2 bedroom frame house
in Panorama Shores. Newly
decorated on corner lot.
Shade, fruit trees, garden
spot, fully insulated. A.C.,
electric heat, stove flue,
washer/dryer hook-up.
Community water, block
and Y: from lake. Ideal for
retired couple. Clean as a
pin! Priced $28,500.
Shown by appointment
only. Call 436-5830.

47. Motorcycles
1977 Harley Davidson,
Super Glide. 13000 miles.
Excellent condition. Call
1-901-642-2771.
1917 Kawaski 100 for sale
$115. Call 759-1866 ask for
Mark.
1978 XS 400 Yamaha, low
mileage, extra nice. Call
753-4548 after 5 P.M.
ATC Honda 200, 4 months
old. Call 489-2666.
1981 Yamaha Tri-Moto,
almost brand new, Call
753-5421 after 5 pm.
Yamaha 125 3-wheeler,
used 3 months, like new.
$695. Call 753-7418.

1481 Corvette, loaded with
extras. Call 759-1187 after
5 pm.
69 Nova Coupe,V-8 automatic. No rust, motor has
cam and lifters, and four
barrel carberator. New vinyl
top. 753-8780.
Race car, 65 Chevrolet For
more information, call
7 5 3-1 2 1 7
or
(901)232-8372.

50. Used Trucks
1975 Dodge truck, short
wheel base. Good condition. Call 435-4489
51. Campers
1977 Rockwood Popup
camper, sleeps 8,Call
753-9823 after 5 pm.

52. Boats and
Boat Motors
15 ft Monark, semi-V. with
33 hp Evinrude motor and
trailer. $1000. Call 4362685,
16' Glastron, walk-thru
windshield, topside curtains, power tilt, 60 hp
Evinrude, heavy duty trailer.
good condition. $2300
firm. 753-0004 days, 7539274 after 5 pm.
1977 16 ft. Glastron XL
Sportster boat. 1979 85
h.p. Johnson motor, power
tilt and trim; drive-on
trailer. SHARP. 753-9349.
1978 Manaray 21' jet boat
436-5356.
24 ft Cruiser, 1965 model.
V-6 Buick OMC stern drive.
Boat and motor in good
condition. Can be seen at
Sportsman Marina. Ideal
fun or fishing boat. For
complete details call 1e-812882-8303.
35 ft. Nautaline boat. Call
753-4647 after 5 p.m.
79 Bass tracker 3, tournament rigged, stainless steel
prop. New boat cover.
$3400. Call 247-9689.

53. Services Offered

AAA CUSTOM
MADE
CABINETS, bookcases
music centers, etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim
48. Auto. Services
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. Jack Glover. 7531873.
ARID MIMS
NONEJIEPAIlt.
15 years experience carpen3135. 1111.1.,
try, concrete, plumbing.
Illorroy, Usatileity
roofing,
siding, things
Butteries, tiros,
around the home. Free
wheel comers, woo
estimates! No job too small.
accomorlas. 24 blew
Call days 474-2359. 474towhee'. Abs.mem
2276 evenings.
piste Rae of ski
K Stump Removal. Do
asok pork.
stumps removed
you
need
7534X10
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
49. Used Cars
remove stumps up to 24"
1970 Olds 98. Good below the ground, leaving
condition. 753-7675.
only sawdust and chips.
1973 Oldsmobile Delta
Call for free estimate, Bob
new tires, new brakes, Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
air-conditioning, 4 door. Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
Very clean. 489-2414.
MITCHELL ILACKTOPPING
Commercial and residen
1911 C.adllac ILOW
hal Also patching, sealing.
Mud aim. Owe
and striping for estimates
Omer.
call 753-1537

CARPEMITER REAL
• ESTATE
Annhahiii:rAiiinsm

MEM
OLDSMOBILE
NUM

111.111111111
PlossofNI)easmin

itet W. Nob
7
CADILLAC33-3313

Aluminum Service Co.
aluminum and vinyl
rig, cosh* - it;
work. References. Call
Will td Bailey. 7530689

S.Services Offered' 53. Services Offered
11061Lf HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roof's sealed,
patio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
homes. 753-1873. Jack
Glover .
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing be downs, underpinning, roofing, installing
doors and windows. Also
build poaches and patios
Call 753-6973. free
estimates! No job too
small!
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore,
Whirlpool
Westinghouse Experienced
independent service. Bobby
Hopper. 753-4872.
Air-conditioners, dryers.
washers, and freezers
repaired. Call 759-1322.
Air-conditioning and Well
Pump Repair. Electrical
Work, New or Repair. Call
753-9856 or after 5 P.M.
753-8526.
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting,
roofing, and concrete. All
work done to satisfaction.
753-9822.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates
call 753-2310.
Concrete and block, brick
work. Basements, driveways, storm cellars, porches. 20 years experience.
753-5476.

Johnson's Electric Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing 753-7203
Carpet Cleaning Clean
odor tree carpet, looks
better and lasts longer
Don't settle for surface
cleaning Insist on steam
cleaning and get all the
dirt Call Jeff's Carpet
Cleaning Experienced, re
liable 753-9826

Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning. shaping
complete removal and
more. Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care. 753-8536.
Painting and Decorating.
Interior and Exterior, 10
years experience. I take the
time to
tbe lob .right.
Call 759-1692.
Professional paperhanging,
painting, farm buildings,
top, sides. Commercial or
residential. Call Tremon
Farris, 759-1987.
Warning! Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing, carpentry, or electrical work. New or repair
All guaranteed. Call Joe,
753-9226 for free estimate.
Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry, work
completely guarenteed. Call
or write Morgan Coiislrucbon no., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001.
or call day or night.
1442-7026.
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Will sharpen hand saws and
skill saws. 7534656.
Yard Mowing. Most city lots
$6.00. Also weeding. Call
753-3058 before 9 a.m.
759-1675 after 2 p.m.

Dale Spenser's portable
sand blasting and painting.
Call M3-5198 ca 753-6626.
Electrical, plumbing, and
painting, new and old.
Repairing and emergency
work. Twenty
experience, guaran&d. Free
estimates. Call 753-9673.
Fence sales at Sears now.
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs.
vi
Guttering by Sears. Sears
continuous gutters installed
per your specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
Heating, refrigeration, and
electrical repair. Bob's 57. Wanted
Refrigeration
Service,
Hazel,- KY, 498-8370-,is,WANTED
753-7829. Bobby Lockhert----- - Experienced mansger
Arta Parts. Seed
JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TANK
CLEANING. 24 hour service,
to P.O. Box
also instalation of septic
111406, Mammy, kentanks and backhoe work.
42071.
Call 753-8669 or 436-5348.

MACHINE SHOP
Bandi's Welding now has a complete
machine shop specializing in all
types repair work, custom and
precision machining and welding.
losisostrial had, Murray
753-0521

HOUSE FOR RENT
Three bedroom brick, two baths, formal living
and dining rooms. Den with fireplace. Central
heat and air. Double garage with outbuildings.
House has over 2600 sq. ft., is in excellent condition and location. Long term lease. Available
August 15th.

Call Strout Realty
753-0186

15,000 PIECES
t'kaitVisit
ek".;Z'
5 TRUCKLOADS
Of PANELING 1,
mmic clitrzisRviksHER
$499.95 VALUE
NISI NUDISM FREE ORMIIG
AUG S-10 4.41

1
Sole ends Aug. 8th

Mamas'Snot as
Masi IIMIng 5' sr Iasi

$1.99
57.95
Si's
Si's
Settee PIG 7
SI.99
I /4" 41141144091
ism",
$7.99
$5•16 14.4pred
SS.99
I lir van PII
••••••••
fkozeril int
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Crowds Grow At Viewing Positions Along Wedding Route'
LONDON (AP) —Traffic snarled in residence of the 80-year-old queen
London today with campers, mother.
central
r
sightseers, vendors and bowler-hatted
Diana did net plan to join Charles
businessmen thronging the two-mile and the rest of the royal family at a
royal wedding route.
pre-wedding dinner for 80 guests at
Colorful crowds, clasping Union the palace tonight,followed by a giant
Jacks and pictures of Prince Charles fireworksilisp/ay in Hyde Park.
and Lady Diana Spencer, grew
Charles tonight lights the first of a
through the day at the two prime posinationwide chain of 101 royal wedding
tions at each end of the route — Buckbeacons during a $125,000 fireworks
ingham Palace and St. Paul's
display in Hyde Park, half a mile
Cathedral.
from Clarence House.
"This is history in the making,"
The 18-minute finale will use 211
declared 19-year-old Manchester stuof explosives in a 170-foot wheel
tons
dent Brian Balmer, who staked out a
bands of the House Guards and
as
the
good spot near the steps of St. Paul's.
the Household Cavalry accompany
His face was painted with the red,
massed choirs and guns boom .in
white and blue British flag.
celebration.
Lady Diana, 20, who celebrated
In a final rehearsal Monday at St.
with Charles until the early hours at a
glittering Buckingham Palace recep- Paul's, the bride and groom met
tion hosted by Queen Elizabeth H, before Archbishop of Canterbury
retired to Clarence House, London Robert Runcie to practice the

ceremony that will be televised to an
expected 750 million viewers in 55 nations Wednesday.
Several hours later the young couple were on view at Buckingham
Palace, where Queen Elizabeth II
honored them with a dinner for 90
special guests and a "private" reception attended by 1,500.
President Reagan's wife, Nancy,
the official American representative
at the wedding, was at the reception.
The Three Degrees, the American
soul singers who are favorites of
Charles, also were reported at the
reception.
Framed by hearts, cupids and weddinrbells, the royal couple smiled
from front pages. The Times of London published the first color supplement in its 192-year history to mark
what all the papers termed "the wedding of the century."

Meanwhile, police dogs sniffed for
bombs under manhole covers and in
drains, security forces made sweeps
of the wedding procession's two-mile
route, and pollee marksmen got their

final briefings.
The 255-pound wedding cake, baked
by Royal Navy cooks, was unveiled
Monday. The five-foot, five-tier fruit
cake was decorated with royal and

Crawford.

•• (Continued From Page 1)

tucky.
The class is designed to encourage
students to look at the whole picture of
sports in American society, he said.
The Brown-Allen example illustrated
the impact of sports on government,
and Crawford said he had his students
put themselves in the position of
governor, coach, and UK president
Otis Singletary. He said the exercise
is not to determine who's wrong or
right, but merely to show sport is "extremely influential" in society.
AnOther issue Crawford's students
are evaluating is the 1980 U.S.
withdrawal from the Moscow Olympic games. "From the evidence we
have" President Carter "acted on
grounds he thought were proper" but
neglected to employ "special sports
advisers." In comparison, Crawford
noted Carter solicited many opinions
on the Panama Canal issue.
Other topics researched in the class
include sportsmanship, cheating in
college recruiting and ice hockey
violence. He said newspapers are the
primary source used to acquire facts
about sports. "The mass media is a
beautiful thing," he said, because
both sides of an issue are presented.
But he added, "There is no absolute
truth. There are just versions of series
of facts. You have to be careful."
While lecturing this summer, he

and his family have been staying at
the home of Dr. Dan Miller. During
1979-80 Miller, the son of county
judge/executive Bob Miller, was
working in a professional hospital.
Crawford was a professor at nearby
Otago University. The two men met
and became friends after being introduced by their wives who belonged
to the University Wives' Club.
Comparing his homeland to Kentucky, Crawford said he prefers the
climate here. He said he especially
enjoyed swimming and boating at the
Land Between The Lakes. "We
haven't had an experience like that
before In our lives," he said. The
Island country of New Zealand is the
closest piece of land to the South Pole.
Murray State has "almost been like
a home from home" for the professor,
who said Otaga University has about
the same number of students and
faculty. He said it is "a friendly
university with enthusiastic
students." And working under
Stewart "has been a wonderful experience."
Stewart is impressed with Crawford
too, and said "I just wish there was
some way we could keep him." He
said if there is an opening in the future
for Crawford, he's got a job if he
wants it. "He's very positive on the
United States, the community and the

Library To Offer Second
Photography Workshop
—
"ANYTHING GOES" — Anything and everything is going on this week as the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre prepares for the opening of"Anything Goes." Above, chorus director Tim Hawkins rehearses
the cast for one of the production numbers from the Cole Porter musical-comedy."Anything Goes" begins at
8 p.m. Thursday through Saturday in the old freight depot at the Murray-Calloway County Park. The show is
repeated Aug.6-8. For information and reservations, call the Ticketline at 759-1752.

I Deaths and FuneralslPrince Tellsinterviewer
Owen Willoughby
Dies On Saturday

Mrs. Nellie Nance
Dies Monday With
Funeral Today

He Expects To Cry At
Wednesday Wedding

The Calloway• Co. Palk Library will offer a second
photography workshop free
of charge to the public. The
workshop will be held Aug.36 in the Library Arts Annex.
The instructors will be Kaye
Peebles and Nita Baugh,
both
experienced
photographers in the area.
"The workshop is being offered due to many requests
from interested persons,"
said Baugh, program director at the library. '
Those persons who wish to
participate should bring
their 35mm cameras to the
classes which will be held at
7:30 each night Monday

Final rites for Owen
LONDON (AP) -- Prince Broadcasting Corp. and
Willoughby of Route 2,
says he expects to British Independent TeleviCharles
Mae
Nance
Mrs.
Nellie
Buchanan, Tenn., were held
Monday at 3 p.m.- at the died Monday morning at the cry at his wedding, while his sion, the nation's two netLeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Murray-Calloway County bride, Lady Diana Spencer, works.The interview was for
Morticians, Paris, Tenn., Hospital.She was81 years of says they would not meet on broadcast Tuesday evening
with Brian Murray of- age and a resident of their wedding eve because in Britain, hours- before they
were due to many at Si
"we might quarreL"
Puryear,Tem.
ficiating.
Prices of stock of local interest at
The couple vole last Paul's Cathedral in a 11 Am.,
She was married July 29,
Pallbearers were Ronnie
CDT, today, furnished to the
British
ceremony
interview
an.
Thursday
in
Ledger
& Times by First of Michigan,
Parker, Glen Willoughby, 1919,to James Payton Nance
Corp.,
of
Murray,are as follows:
calling
the
John Williams, Joe Claxton, who died March 6,1968. Born recorded by the British newspapers were
4.09
Industrial Average
century."
the
"wedding
of
Waymon Claxton, and Ben- Feb.17, 1900,in Henry ComiAir Products
37% -%
Diana, showing no sign of American Motors
3% UDC
nie Green. Burial was in the ty, Tenn., she was the
34% -%
last weekend's pre-wedding Ashland
daughter of the late Charlie
Hillcrest Cemetery there.
LOUISVILLE,Ky. AP — USDA —
5Mli +Vs
American Telephone
6% unc
Mr. Willoughby, 75, a Morris and Octave Housden Cattle 1300; slaughter steers and nerves — she burst into tears Chrysler
heifers not fully tested; cows firm; before
21% -%
Ford Motor
cameramen
—
farmer,died Saturday at his Morris.
13% unc
bulls 1.00 higher; slaughter calves and
G.A.F.
Mrs. Nance was a member vealers poorly tested; feeders steady; chuckled often and inter- General Dynamic
home. Born Jan. 20, 1906, at
/
4
49%
+1
Motors
Slaughter steers choice 1010 lb 64.25; rupted her fiance with affec- General
Buchanan,Tenn., be was the of the Mount Pleasant good
e 31% -%
General Tire
2-3 890-1080 lb 52.00-59.901 utility
humor.
tionate
23 -%
son of the late Tammy United Methodist Church 1372 lb 46.00;
Goodrich
+%
Charles said he chose most Goodyear
Slaughter heifers standard and low
Willoughby and Thula and k former cook in the
37~
+%
Gulf
Oil
700-900 lb 50.50-54.50;
of the wedding music — Haublien
31% -%
Cooper Willoughby. He was Buchanan School lun- good
Slaughter cows commercial 3-5
56½ -%
from Edward IB M
a member of the Antioch chroom.
42.75-46.50; utility 1-3 41.5045.50; high ranging
29%B 27%A
Jerico
Survivors include two dressing 46.00-47.25; cutter 1-2 39.01)- Eiger's, "Pomp and Cir- K-mart
29 -Y.
United Methodist Church.
42.75; canner and cutter under 800 lb cumstances March No. 4," a Kuhn'.Big K
No Trade
He is survived by his wife, daughters, Mrs. Novie Bur- 34.25-40.00;
21-44
Penwalt
Slaughter bulls 1-2 11854500 lb 53.25- great symbol of Britain's im- Quaker Oats
34-44
Mrs; Hettie Mn Claxton ton, Puryear, Tern., and
56.75;
1-2
940-1605
al%
44
1b40:00-51.50;
Texaco
hymn
to
the
perial
past,
Willoughby,to whom he was Mrs. Julia Salmon, Hazel;
46% +%
Slaughter calves and vealers good
U.S.Tobacco
FounSure
Has
the
"Christ
two
sons,
Charles
William
IS% -44
Wendy's
married on Nov. 16, 1929;
and choice 179-310 lb vealers 52.00CEF Fund
calves untested; feeder steers dation," by the 17th century
17.64
two sons, Dumas and Jerry Nance, Murray, and James 62.00;
300-500 lb 59.5045.00; 500.600 lb 90-00- master Henry Purcell.
Willoughby, Buchanan, Thomas Nance, Hazel; one 64.50: 600-700 lb 57.00-61.00; 700410 lb
Of Purcell's 'hymn,
Tenn.; One sister, Mrs. Ode'sister, Mrs. Ruth Osbron, 55.00-59.00; 775460 lb 52.00-54.50; 300500 lb 51.0040.00; 500-735 lb 50.00-60.00; Charles said: "I find it very
Wimberley, Paris, Tenn.; Puryear, Tenn.; 16 grand- holsteins 300-500 lb 46.00-50.00;
Federal-State Market News Service
500-700
five grandchildren; four children; 17 great grand- lb 42.00-51.00; 700-690 lb 42.00-50.00; moving. I shall, I think, July 216 1961
Purchase Area Hog Market
children; one great great heifers 300-500 lb 49.00-52.00; 500-700 lb spend half the time in Kentucky
great grandchildren.
Report Muds,6 Buying Stations
49.0045.50; 300-500 lb 42.50.50.00; 500tears."
Receipts:
Act. 471 Est. SOO Barrows &
One sister preceded him in grandchild.
540Th 42.00-49.00;
Gilts steady to.25 lower Sows steady to
the
heir
to
The
32-year-old
gilts
steady;
Hogs
700;
barrows
and
Shi
was
preceded
in
death
death.
$1.50 lower,some
lower
1-2 210-230 lb 51.0051.25; 200-265 lb throne said he always longed US 1-2 210-240 lb.. mAte
$49.75-50.00few 50.25
by four brothers.
50.60-51.00; 2-3 220-265 lb 49.60-50.50;
US
1-2
200-210
lb..
140.75-49.75
The funeral is being held 297th 411.25; 235 lb 47.75; sows steady; for a musical wedding.
US 2210-250 lb.
949.25-49.75
42.00-43.00; 400450 lb
1-2
300-400
lb
"So I can't wait for the US 2-3 240-250 11s.
848.2541.15
today at 2 p.m.at the Legon 43.00-44.00; 450-500 lb 44.00-45.00; 500US 2-4250-270 lb..
Chapel of Ridgeway Morti- 645 lb 45.00-46.30; 2-3 300-455 lb 38.25. whole thing," he said. "I Sows
1-2370-350 ltd
139.00-40.00
cians, Paris, Tern:; with. 41.30; boars over 300 lb 38.25-38.50; want everyone to come out, US
US 1-3 300-450 lb.
0.00-41.00
under 300 lb 36.0046.75;
you know, having had a US
Charlie
Sweatt
and
Tom
1-3
450-500
lbs.
941.00-42.00
Sheep 15; steady; slaughter Iambs
The deaths of John D.
dudes and prime 95-105 lb 60.00; good marvelous musical and emo- US 1-3500.450 lb.. 142.0043.00 few 43.50
Houston, 55, Edward Buel 'Pesizins officiating. Burial and
US
2-3
300-500
lbs.
.....
.
.
638.00-39.00
choice
90
lb
58.00.
experience."
tional
Boars 32.00-34.00
Houston, 73, and Mrs, Ed- willfollow in the Mount Pleasant
Cemetery.
ward Buel(Fay L.) Houston,
85, have been reported by
their sister, Mrs. Zane
Houston Vaughn, 2320
Caminito Mira, San Diego,
Cal.
The funeral for Elsie E.
Both of the Houston
brothers were born and Williams was held Sunday at
reared in Murray. They 2 p.m. at the LeDon Chapel
were the sons of the late J. of Ridgeway Morticians,
Indies Canvas
Dee Houston and Bonnie Paris, Tenn., with Mitchell
Fulton Houston, and Rayburn of Camden, Tenn.,
Valves Ts 1199 Saie
brothers of the late Charles officiating.
Al
Ladies A Girl's
Boyd Houston who died Aug.
Pallbearers were Ray
.
13, 1977.
Mize, Travis Finch, Rupert
John D. Houston died April Wimberley,
, Floyd Tre n1 12
11 from a heart attack in tha m, Rudolph Chilcutt, and
Reseda, Cal. He was a Gerald Hazel. Burial was in
Mee's Canvas
security guard for a private the Memorial Cemetery.
Mr. Williams, 84, a retired
school in Los Angeles. He is
Shoes
Vetoes to 12.99 Sde
survived by four children farmer,died Friday night at
his home on Route 1, Sprand three grandchildren.
Beys Can,..
Edward Buel Houston died ingville, Tenn. He was a
July 10 from a heart attack member of the Point PleaShoes
Yokes te 7.99 hie $2
"
in South Pasadena, Cal. He sant Baptist Church.
Said Children's Canvas
retired 12 years ago after
Survivors are his wife,
serving 23 years with Mrs. Jewell Coleman
Values te 7.00 Sde $2001
Chddren's
Bullock's Pasadena as Williams, to whom he was
manager of the Fine Jewelry married on Feb. 17, 1918; one
Clothing
From
Department.
son, Curtis W. Williams,
CLOTIMIG FOR Till INTIM FAMILY
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naval insignia, family crests and
replicas of St. Paul's, Buckinghani
Palace and Hichgrove, the prince's
country estate and the couple's future
home.
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$200

$300

Shoes
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university," Stewart said. "He thinks
this is the place to be."
The author of more than 101
publications, Crawford will travel to
WashingtoN-DX. In August to begin
research on a book on the socio.
historical history background at
athletic activity IQ American movies.
He did his undergraduate work at
Loughborough College in England,
where he ran the 400 meter hurdles for
the Great Britain Universities team.
In 1966-68, he taught at the Rannoch
School in Scotland, which is the sister
school to Gordonstown, where Prince
Charles and the'Duke of Edinburgh
were educated.
From 1968-70, Crawford became a
Thouron Scholar and earned his
masters degree in education at Ivy
League University of Pennsylvania.
He remained in the state for two years
and served as dean of a boys school.
There he met his wife, Penelope, a
fellow instructor.
He earned another masters degree
at Birmingham University, England,
and then taught two years at the College of Education in Nassau,
Bahamas, before going to New
Zealand in 1975. He earned his Phd.in
History at Otago University. During
this past spring semester, Crawford
was a visiting lecturer at the University of Houston.

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

through Thursday. Photo
composition, camera use,
the developing of black and
white film and enlargements
will be some, of the topics
covered. The :library
darkroom facilities will be
available to those who participate in the workshop.
Persons may register at
the public library beginning
Monday, July 27 and a
limited number will be
selected on a first-come-first
served basis.
"It is important to individualize the instruction at
times due to the variety of
cameras and skill levels of
the participants. This makes
it necessary to limit the
number of those involved,"
the instructors commented.

1980 Citation
4 Door, brown, light brown interior, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioned, AM-FM radio. Rally
wheels. 13xxx

$6,277.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Munn
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

GM

GINENAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

[ FORD

"Ford All Purpose
Tractors Do It All"

Ford 14 to 84 H.P. Tractors Have The Power You Need And The
Features You Want.
TRY THEM FOR SIZE IL PRICE
32 M.P. 2600 Gas,6-speed trensmissioa, hay equipped and SerliCO41.
,
739.00
OUR PRKE $7

Suggested list Price $10,250.00

40 LP., 3600 Gas, 8-speed transmission, live PTO diff lock, fist top fenders, work light,
power steering, irrirealic valve, stabilizers, power wheels end bumper. Serviced and fluid
le rear tires.
OUR PRICE $9,859.00

Suggested List Price S13,270.00

3600-diesel, equipped seme us shove, except it has cold shirt and bootee in Mock.
OUR PRICE $10,255.00
Suggested list Price $13,766.00
45 HP, 4106-diesel, II-speed, hidepeadent PTO, P.S. flat top feeders, work laht, mower
fluid la rens
wheels, mid liydreuk valve. Serviced, weer beater is block, hamper, and
tires.
OUR PRICE $12,099.00
Suggested List Price $I 5,795.00
lock,
P.S. independent PTO, dual
70 M.P., 6600-diesel, 4 cylinder, 16-speed, diff
4x34,
fluid
in reer, cold start and beater
1$
pt.
10.00x16
wheel
weights
valve,
hydraulic
hi block.
OUR PRICE S16,029.011

Suggested List Price $21,975.00

$4 M.P., 7700-desel, 4 cyl. 16-speed, diff knit, P.S. deal hydraulic valve, front and and
Maxie _11_4114 _tires,,Jhrid is rear tires, cold start. heater I.
hiodt wad hiad meniter.
Suggested list Price $25,595.00

.4

onpia $171599.00

Up To 25% Discount
On

New Ford Implements

includes reglad laden, tykes, mowers, rotary critters, plows, disc, burrows, Ift issa
wheel models, Modes 5-6-7 ft. Ford lwan and genie,tractors, leen hectors, rider used*
I with 30-42-50 bock cut.
"These prices made possible dee to big rebate by Ford Tractor $ Im-

plement Division direct to the dealer, we are passing it on to you."
Financing available op to 5 years *re Ford Motor Credit Company,
with approved credit. THESE PRICES GOOD THRU JULY 31, $1 ONLY or Its
lunge. present stock lasts.
See Us For Gamin* Ford Parts 4 Swots,
"We Help Make Good Farmers Better"
We Aro Vow dosost Ford Tractor & iwpienteat Dealer.

CALL
BIIRKE-THOMAS CO.
502-5

1

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

